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PREFACE.

The serious decline of Canada’s thare of Australia’s timber imports would at any 
time demand attention. That this loss of trade in raw products between two neigh
bouring British Dominions should occur at a time when Imperial sentiment is 
strengthening, when the move for closer Imperial trade relations is gaining favour, 
and should be most marked in a trade in which Canada not only possesses all the 
natural advantages, but in which slit1 has greatly increased her productive capacity 
during the period of trade, is a matter of serious concern.

The investigation of which the following is the report, was undertaken with the 
idea of discovering the cause. The work of investigation was very greatly facili
tated by the Canadian Trade Commissioner for Australia, who was indefatigable in 
rendering assistance and was thoroughly familiar with Australian business condi
tions.

Briefly, the chief obstacles over which Canadian timber trade with Australia lias 
stumbled are.

1. The channels of the trade are non-British.
'1. The trade has been driven to death.

Canadian concentration on development of domestic opportunities has been such 
that no Canadian firms paid attention to building up a trans-Pacific timber brokerage 
and shipping business. Such business has been entirely in the hands of what are 
chiefly I'nited States companies, and naturally they, finding a surplus or timber for 
export at their doors, found it no advantage to come to Canada for supplies.

Fortunately this condition shows signs of righting itself. Canadian companies, 
properly equipped to carry on a shipping business, are now entering the field, with 
results that cannot fail to be of benefit to Canada.

A tremendous overproduction of lumber on the Pacific coast, and the dumping 
of this lumber abroad under conditions of competition ruinous to many of the pro
ducers engaged in it, has resulted for several years from the unorganized state of the 
lumber industry. The competition has so flooded the Australian market from time 
Pi time that Canadian mills have not been attracted to foreign trade. A stronger 
organization of I'nited States mills is now in effect, which promises to prevent lumber 
dumping.

The Australian market is a growing one. It will long continue to he second only 
to tb<‘ Canadian prairie as an outlet for British Columbia lumber. It possesses an 
additional importance. Should Canada supply only one-half Australia’s timber 
requirements, she will lay the foundation of a powerful merchant marine on the 
Pacific, which will in turn exercise a profound influence on the development of her 
ports and of subsidiary trading and maritime industries.

So long as there lies, across a few thousand miles of water, a sure market and 
that within the Empire, for all of Western Canada’s most conspicuous and super
fluous resources, so long should Canadian timber industries co-operate in supporting 
Canadian exporting and shipping interests to secure that market.

H. r. McMillan.
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CHAPTER I.

Influence of Native Timbers on the Australian Market.

Australia lias up to the present furnished the must important overseas, market 
available for the forest products of the Douglas tir region. 1 he total exports of lumber 
(almost wholly Douglas fir) from the North Pacific* to Australia during the period 
1894 to 1015 inclusive was 2.230,000.000 feet.

Important as this consumption of Douglas tir may have been, it must be regarded 
only as the prelude to a steadily growing greater demand. During the period referred 
to, Australia was barely reaching the threshold of her intensive agricultural and 
industrial development. Meanwhile native forests of Australia and New Zealand 
have been so reduced by tire, logging and land clearing that they are no longer able 
to supply the needs of the population to the same proportionate extent as formerly.

The yearly imports of Douglas tir in Australia an*, now equal to the annual eon- 
sumption of this wood on the Canadian Prairie. Although the ( anndian I rairio 
consumption of Douglas tir may grow more rapidly than the Australian consump
tion during the immediate future, the underlying prospects for growth are such in 
Australia that the island continent should ultimately offer a greater market ter lum
ber than may be expected on the Canadian Prairie.

A comparatively small area of Australia, along the southwest and east coasts 
only, is provided with merchantable timber. A large proportion of the original forest 
has been destroyed. Such merchantable forest as remains is considered by the Forest 
Departments in all States excepting Western Australia and Tasmania to lie quite 
insufficient, unless assisted by importations, for the domestic demand for more than 
twenty years.

Limited in quantity the Australian forest is further restricted in it-1 use in the 
domestic market, by the character of the timber and the high cost of logging and 
manufacture.

The forests of Australia arc almost wholly mixed hardwoods belonging chiefly to 
the eucalyptus or gum and acacia or locust families.

The forests of Australia in districts rival Pacifie Coast forests in size and clear 
length, of trees and amount of timber per acre. The karri trees reach a height of three 
hundred feet with a clear length of one hundred and eighty feet. Both the kerri of 
Western Australia, the messmate of Victoria and New South Wales, and the. blue 
gum of Tasmania frequently produce one hundred and fifty to two hundred thousand 
feet per acre. Exceptional instances are recorded where karri has scaled three hundred 
and sixty thousand feet per acre.

Sixty or seventy species exist in commercial quantities, and all excepting jarrah and 
karri grow in mixed forests and all are rather local or limited in range. Jarrah and 
karri arc the two chief export timbers. Jarrah because of its strength, durability, hard- 
nos and resistance to white ants has reached every market of the world for sleepers, 
paving and public works. Karri possessing the same qualities excepting durability 
lias been extensively exported for railway, carriage building and industrial purposes. 
Other gums, ironbark and turpentine, strong, toredo resistant and durable, find an 
active export demand for piling and marine works.

The numerous species, while uniting in the common qualities of heavy weight and 
hardness, prevent a tremendous range of colour and natural working properties. 
Although many of the Australian timbers as indicated above are unexcelled for rail
way slec|H-rs, wharves, piling, paving and industrial uses where great strength, hard
ness, durability and toughness are desired and where great weight is not an important

* British Columbia, Washington and Oregon.
9
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disadvantage, nonv of tlivm an* so suitable as conifers for building ami structural 
purposes. The chief factors tending to limit the use of native timber for building 
purposes in a country where popular sentiment is greatly in favour of the domestic 
product, are the great weight of nearly all Australian timbers, the expense and 
difficulty of securing them ami handling them in long lengths ami large sizes, the 
the tendency of all Australian woods to warp end check seriously, the difficulty of 
working Australian hardwoods as compared with imported soft woods and the large 
number of species and the extremely mixed character of the forests.

The large number of species in the forest, each requiring different seasoning treat
ment. has rendered it impossible for the small country mills, which produce almost all 
the domestic lumber cut, to pnqu-rly market tin* timber. Although a few important 
species appear in several regions, each of the many lumber producing regions possesses 
a distinct group of >peoies, all of whi i have been in the past put on the local markets 
unsnrtcd, unseasoned and roughly manufactured. The consumer has not become 
familiar with any one species as a standard article. The method of marketing have 
forced him to look upon the domestic lumber as less reliable and less standardized than 
the imported softwoods. The unsuitability of the native hardwoods to fill all the needs 
of the community is well demonstrated in Western Australia. This state, with a impu
tation <>f 250.000 is in the pioneer stages of development. Such centres of population 
as are not actually within the merchantable forest area have this forest between them 
and the seaports. Nevertheless the community, one of whose chief industries is the 
manufacture of lumlmr, imports annually ffi) feet per head per year of European and 
North American soft woods to he used for mining timbers, flooring, ceiling, freight 
trucks, rafters, roof battens and joinery. Tin* native woods, though dose at hand, and 
produced regularly in large quantities are unsuitable for many uses, too hard, too heavy, 
unkind to work, likely to warp or check. Elsewhere in Australia this condition is 
accentuated, the demands on wood are greater in variety, the native woods are more 
mixed in character, less efficiently marketed and higher in price in comparison with 
the imported article.

IMtKKKHKWK Foil IMI'oRTKI) WOODS.

The temptation to use Douglas fir and other soft woods is so great, became of 
their light weight and splendid working qualities, that the workingman, carpenter or 
builder is always inclined to give them a preference. Thus a hotel built on a timber- 
covered mountain in Tasmania, miles from a railroad, surrounded by thousands of 
acres of merchantable native forest was found to have Douglas fir porch pillars, stud
ding and rafters. Tin* dry kiln attached to a native hardwood saw-mill one hundred 
miles in the interior of the State of Victoria was Douglas fir. Douglas fir entered 
into the building of the tanks hi connection with the Government saw-milling and 
powcllizing works in the karri forests of West Australia. Throughout Australia, on 
the basis of quality and suitability alone the imported softwoods, chief of which is 
Douglas fir, an* increasing in use in competition with native woods.

Manufacturing and marketing methods, as applied to native woods, are however 
improving in Australia. The many small mills, only to lx* classed with Canadian port
able or bush mills, which characterized the operations throughout the country are now 
being gathered up into larger amalgamations, handling lumber in such volume as to 
justify the sorting out of each important s|M*cies for the manufacturing and seasoning 
to which it is best adapted, the installation of better machinery ami dry kilns under 
the systematic marketing of a standard article. This increasing efficiency of the 
industry originated in the jarrah and karri forests of Western Australia where pure 
stands «if these species extending over large areas simplified the problem. Success in 
this region is leading to improved manufacturing, seasoning and marketing facilities 
in Tasmania and Eastern Australia where the problem is rendered more difficult by 
♦lie large range of spe<*ics each requiring different treatment.
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The hick of such manufacturing efficiency has so handicapped the use of the best 
,,f the Eastern Australian woods up to the present that even in those cases where public 
services, such as the railway work shops have desired to use suitable native timbers in 
quantities of one to two million feet per year, they have found it exceedingly difficult 
to be assured of a definite annual supply manufactured to the necessary grades aed 
specifications. Like difficulties, experienced by other large buyers as well as by the rail
roads. have seriously affected the marketing of the best of the timbers and affordinl 
opportunity for foreign competition.

The Government of the State of Victoria has installed state dry kilns and planing 
mills where the product of the local hardwood is seasoned and manufactured into 
standardized flooring at a fixed charge. The object is to provide a standardized native 
article foi public works and to encourage private enterprise to put in modern seasoning 
and manufacturing plants. There are not over ten dry kilns in the whole of Australia.

SOFTWOODS OF Al STRALlA.

The softwoods of Australia, which would afford the keenest competition to im
ported softwoods are very few in species and limited in range and quantity available 
for exploitation. Aside from a few square miles of lluon pine n I asm .nia, Australian 
softwoods are limited commercially to comparatively small quantities of hoop pine, 
brown pipe, Lunya Lunya pine and kauri pine. These trees do not find as wide a range 
of uses as the imported softwoods and do not exist in large enough quantities to exer
cise an important influence on markets. These pines are found chiefly in New South 
Wales and Queensland so scattered over inaccessible areas of country as to render 
their exploitation slow and costly. The total stand is estimated between three and four 
billion feet and the annual cut at two hundred million feet board measure.

The cost of producing timber is so great in Australia that in normal times both 
Douglas fir and Lai tic spruce sell for loss than the native woods.

The first element in the cost is the inaccessibility of the forests. The most acces
sible and the richest forest areas in Kastern Australia have been destroyed by tires 
and the ring-barking of the trees to improve grazing. The most important remaining 
forest areas are those of Western Australia, which are one hundred miles by rail from 
the coast and an additional three thousand miles by ocean transport from the important 
market of Eastern Australia, the seat of nine-twentieths of the population. I he 
forests of Eastern Australia arc on the average one hundred miles by rail from market, 
and taking Tasmania and Queensland into consideration a very large proportion of 
tlie timber after being railroaded to the coast must he transported by ship to the market 
at an ocean freight rate equal to one-half the normal freight from X aneouver to Sydney.

The units Initli of logging and manufacture have been small. There are very 
few driveable streams, and none of the hardwoods will float without assistance. 1 his 
factor, combined with Grown lands legislation in the eastern states, which restricted 
tlie holdings available for any one mill to as small an area as one thousand acres and 
gave cutting rights on this area for seven years only (as is indicative of conditions 
in New South Wales and Victoria) has had the effect of rendering impracticable mills 

< iitting over 15,000 to 20,000 feet daily capacity. Logging units for mills of this 
type could not he developed on the most economical scale. Naturally where the units 
of manufacture are so small, every charge, that of transporting logs to the mill, the 
product to the railroad, as well as sawing, remanufacturing, drying, and selling, is 
disproportionately high and in many important details of production the efficiency 
is below par.

The waste in manufacturing hardwood lumber in Australia is terrific. Few mills 
appear to realize on over fifty |>er cent of the log scale, and in many instances the 
waste on logs reaching the mills is sixty per cent. 1 he waste is due to checks, 
defective heart, gum seams and pockets, poor manufacture and loss through checks 
and warps while seasoning in the yard.
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Fvw mills in Australia can put lumlier on the market fur $:!."> |mt thousand ami 
live. The average cost is made up as follows :—

Log at mill.................................................................................................................... $11 00
Sawing............................................................................................................................. 11 00
Waste on log scale..................................................................................................... 0 00
Freight to market ami selling..................................................  9 00

Total............................................................................................................... $37 00

In many installers tin* cost reaches $4."». These costs are for rough luiniier and 
dimension The likelihood is that, ns forests now accessible nre cleared, costs will 
increase unless labour charges should decrease.

Although the waste in producing Australian soft wood lumber is not so great as 
in the ease of hardwoods, the average cost of production is quite as high. The 
softwoods are farther from tin- mitres of population than the hardwoods of Eastern 
Australia, and transportation costs are consequently higher.

The indigenous timber of Australia, though expensive to produce and not so 
adapted to general use as the softwoods of Canada, arc now cut annually in a volume 
equal to the 1914 cut of Douglas fir in llritish Columbia. The production of local 
timber in Australia has increased rapidly with the development of the country in 
recent years. The following table, which includes both hewn timber of which large 
quantities are taken out for railway sleepers and piling, and sawn timber shows the 
extent of the local industry.

Annual Prom < tmn ok Nativk Timhkr in Ai sthalia (IIkwn \nh Sawn), 190:»
AND 1913.

State. 1903 Production. 1013 Production, j Nu. of Mills 
1913.

Feet B.M. Feet B. M.

Western Australia............................................ 12(5,730,000 21*,tHI8,INNI 35
New South Wale* .. 1011, HIS, IM Nl 105,son,tioo 477
(Queensland.......................................................... 00,500,000 IV», 634,000 247

38,841,000 Si,770,000 107
Tasmania............................................................. 35,107,0(H) tin, 780,000
South Australia................................................. 131,000 101,000 24

170, *16,0011 0*3,1192.0011 1,072

AHKA Ul’ HARDWOODS.

No reliable data exists concerning the amount of hardwood timber available in 
Australia. The forest area is overestimated in much the same manner as is the case 
in Canada. It is generally stated at 80,000,000 to 100,000,000 acres. The wooded area 
reaches this extent, or even more, hut the commercial forest area from which the timber 
could he taken and utilized under even a substantial increase on present prices is 
extremely limited, probably not over three or four million acres carrying forty billion 
feet of timber.

A large proportion of this timber is situated at a considerable distance from rail
roads, much of it in scattered areas which may not justify railroad building for a great 
many years. The most important areas of this accessible workable timber are in 
Western Australia, 3,000 miles by water and in addition, on the average, 100 miles 
by rail from the Australian centres of timber consumption. The next most important 
areas are in Tasmania, 400 to (UK) miles by water from the markets. The water freights 
on Tasmanian timber are stated in normal times to he ♦7.20 per thousand feet, almost
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as much as from British (V Via. The remaining forest areas of importance in 
Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland will average over 100 miles by rail from 
the nearest markets.

|»OSSIIHLITIK8 OF PRODUCTION.

The best of the remaining Australian forest is now being cut. Excepting in 
Western Australia, the areas of commercial forest are being seriously overcut. Even 
if capital, which has not been fortunate in Australian timber, were disposed to engage 
in increased lumber production, hut few areas are available which could be 
up t<> such an extent as to affect the annual production, unless there was a very sub
stantial increase in present prices.

Increased production is permanently possible in Western Australia. Only one- 
third. however, of the Western Australia output finds its way to the Eastern Aus
tralian market.

The exports from Western Australia in 1014 were:—
Exported to— 

Eastern Australia
Africa.....................
India and Ceylon. 
New Zealand. . 
United Kingdom. .
Helgium...................
Argentine................
Others......................

Feet H.M. 
07,000,000 
Its,000,000 
28.000,000
24,...... ,000
ls.r.oo.ooo

2,500,000

2.500,000

Total 1Ï 2.000,000

West Australian timber is exported chiefly fur railroad sleepers, docks, public 
works and special uses in railroad carriage and ship building. The average f.a.s. value 
is about $.*»:» per thousand feet. The freight 3,000 miles to the Eastern Australian 
market is about $12..")0 per thousand. For this reason the West Australian forests 
producing hardwoods only are not likely to seriously compete with imported softwoods 
in the important Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney markets of Eastern Australia.

SUMMARY.

Although large s of timber exist in Australia, it is not so s for
general building purposes as arc the imported softwoods, the cost of placing it on the 
market is more than equal to the e.i.f. cost of the imported woods and is likely to 
increase. It is to he expected that while Australian woods will continue to be exported 
for sleepers and other special uses and will be used to even greater extent for interior 
finish, flooring, furniture and manufacturing in Australia, softwoods, the chief of 
which is Douglas fir, will continue to be imported in increasing quantities and pro
portions for the needs of the population.

69
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CHAPTER II.

The Use of Timber in Australia.

The estimated annual consumption of timber in Australia, excepting for fuel, 
I lost-, piles and uninauufaetured fencing material i- given in the following table:

I'nnnii in [itiun of Luiiilii’r mill Tim hit' in I ushyitiii. 191'i.
Quantity.
I V. t H.M Value.

Domestic Australian production. . ....................... 500,000,ouO $16,soo,ooo
Inii'- iit il lumber..............................................................  432.OOii.oou 14.318,460

•• i0gg...................................................................... 23.000.000 580,800

Total ................................................................. 055,000.000 $31,699,200

Tin- average annual consumption of manufactured timber per head. liHï feet board 
measure, i- not so great as might be expected in a new country, the populated part- 
of which are fairly well clothed with trees. The truth is that, although very little of 
populated Australia is destitute of trees as L the Canadian prairie, and the greater 
part of the settled country is at least sparsely wooded, it is only in Western Australia 
and Tasmania, states containing together barely 11 per cent of the population of the 
Commonwealth, that a large proportion of the buildings are constructed wholly of 
wood.

The annual per capita consumption of wood in Australia, aside from railway 
sleepers, is 175 feet; the annual per capita consumption on the treeless Canadian 
prairie, on the same basis is sou feet.

There are several well defined reasons for the much smaller consumption of timber 
in Australia.

Land settlement and development are not proceeding so rapidly in Australia as in 
Canada, with the result that a much smaller proportion of new buildings, transporta
tion facilities and public works are erected annually.

Almost two-fifths of the population of Australia lives in -ix cities; per cent of 
the total population lives in towns containing J5.UOO or more, persons. This urban 
population does not require the same proportionate number of separate dwellings and 
outbuildings as an agricultural population. Substitute- are everywhere used in a 
greater proportion by an urban than by a rural population.

FEW Woninx NOISES.

Over 07 per cent of the population of Australia is of British descent. This 
European population has transplanted to Australia a European type of house; the 
workman’s cottage of London, Birmingham or Manchester, brick walls, tile or iron roof 
and plaster finish covers solid square miles in Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney. No 
distinctly Australian type of building has been developed as in the ease of Canada 
where two hundred years on this forested continent has evolved the wooden building. 
When considering the erection of a new building the Canadian thinks in terms of 
wood and the Australian thinks in terms of brick or stone. The one searches for the 
wood, the other searches for the substitute.

Tin* small four-square European type of brick or -tone dwelling is adapted neither 
to t!ie hot Australian summer climate nor to the broad Australian spaces. A type of 
timbered bungalow would be cooler, more livable, better looking and would cost less.
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Tin's predisposition to build with n certain material is seen even throughout the 
country districts, where farm houses arc more frequently brick than otherwise, though 
trees were cleared away to make room for them and the bricks were hauled miles by 
wagon.

The higher cost of timber in Australia lias prevented its greater use tor building 
purp ses. The cost to the consumer in normal times for either the native or the 
imported timber has been $10 to $«15 per thousand at coast points and considerably 
higher I « the many builders forced to pay inland freight or haulage. Contrasted with 
this, bricks, the manufacture of which has been extensively undertake i by state enter
prise, may be purchased for less than $10 a thousand. A brick house is usually built 
at a cost of $000 per room. The cost of building a wooden hou>i of the same type is 
barely 10 per cent less.

<;AI.VAMXK0 IKON COYKKIMi.

(hilvanized iron is the common material for covering surfaces, whether it be 
fences, roofing, < r siding; Where common lumhi r would he used in Canada for tight 
fencing, cottage root’s, rooting or siding warehouses, workshops or other extensive 
buildings, galvanized iron i- used in Australia. The cost of 20-g.uigo galvanized iron 
to cover 1,000 square foot was at the outbreak of the war about $00. The cost of 
rough common lumber, including extra framing necessary, suitable for the same 
purpose, was slightly less. Australian builders prefer the galvanized iron because it 
will do with a lighter timber framework, the labour cost of applying it is less and it 
will make a lighter job than rough common lumber.

The quantity of galvanized iron yearly imp >rted into Australia to be used chiefly 
as a substitute for common lumber is equal in covering capacity to .‘145,000,000 feet of 
lumber.

The population of Australia, because of its concentration in cities, is brought 
under the influence of restrictive building regulations to a greater extent than is the 
case in any other new country. A-' pointed out above, two-fifths of tin* population i< 
in five metropolitan areas varying in population each from 120,000 to 745,000. Kadi 
of these areas consists of a central city a mile square surrounded by several suburban 
municipalities. The suburban municipalities contain the greater part of the population.

The building laws for tin* central city in the case of the four most important 
metropolitan areas, Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane greatly restrict the 
use of wood. The suburban building laws permit the erection of de’.ached wooden 
buildings. These laws while not so severe as tin* central city appear to be moving 
naturally in the direction of a lesser use* of wo id. I his is to be expected, however, 
where the population already thinks in terms of substitutes, where tin* experience of 
builders and architects has been almost wholly with substitutes, where tin* manufac
turers of and dealers in substitutes are constantly at work, and where, on tin* other 
hand, there are few timber merchants who are not also substitute merchants.

There are no wooden cities and few wooden towns in Australia. The general 
consumption of wood, outside the few communities actually in or near forest manu
facturing centres, is restricted to use in finishing buildings built of other materials. 
The most important uses arc joists, studding, rafters, roof battens, flooring and in a 
smaller proportion of buildings ceiling, lining and weatherboarding.

There are as yet developed few manufacturing enterprises in which wood is 
required as a raw material. The total list* of wood in factories (aside from building 
supplies and including boxes) does not exceed 110.000,1100 feet per year, or a pi r 
capita use of 22 feet per annum, as compared with 220 feet p< r capita per annum in 
Ontario and 110 in British Columbia.

The per capita consumption of wood in Australia is now probably at the minimum. 
The continued concentration of the population in cities is only possible if manufac
turing industries are further developed which in turn will lead to an increased use of 
timber. On the other hand, a greater distribution of the population through the 
country in agricultural pursuits will also result in an increased demand for timber.
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It may fairly be expected therefore that more intensive development of the country 
will lead to an increased per capita use of timber. Another influence for the increasing 
of the use of lumber in Australia, winch lies largely in tin* hands of lumber producers 
and exporters of the Pacific Coast, is the development in Australia of the timbered 
and half-timbered type of construction so adapted to Australian climatic conditions.

The production of woods is so near the peak that any increased use of
timber must he met by an extension of imports.0
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CHAPTER III.

Timber Imports of Australia.

I'll.' import- of timber into Australia now «institute about fifty per cent of the 
total consumption for all purposes.

The ini|Forts for the year 11113 were:—

At stralian Tim mat Imp. hits, 11113, m et.\ss.

(Australian Official Futures.)

Cl;.

Rough lumber.................
l>ressed lumber.....................

................
I ><hir stock.........

Laths ..................................
l'icturv and room mouldings
Staves.............
Pickets...........................
Hickory
Shingles ..............................
Rent wood
l)oor«.............
Architraves and mouldings

M ft. b.m.

M s<|. ft.

M ft. km

Quantity.

240,087 
s-J, 171 
•Jit. fits 
5.027 
I.H74 
1. 1*5!» 

40, .sit:, no»

2,.'*02,000 
108

1,527,000 

1 400

Value

i). 281.000 
2,042. UK*

580,800
210.000

102.000 
142. .oo 
loo.llo 
40,800 
25.410 
10,500 
0,000 
2.112 
1,200

14.117,712

Tin......untries from which (lie import timber trade id' Australia is drawn are
shown below:—

Imports of Timiifii into At stiiai.ia m Cot ntiiifs in lui:;. 

(Australian Official Figures.)

Country of Origin.

I iiited States. ,
New Zealand..........

Sweden..................

Russia...........

Straits Settlements.,
(levmany.................
Netherlands 
l iiited Kingdom.

Total.

(Quantity in 
Feet It. M uf total. Value. per M ft. 

It. M.

$ *

258,222,000 57 0,874.5011 20 02
04,1S7.0U0 if 2,078,880 22 22
02,421,000 lit 2,12o,04o 22 00
20,475,000 ('* 1,1 10,000 27 85
15,848,000 i 220,840 21 41
12,274,oeo 2 520,080 2'.* 01
11,128,ihhi 2 224,500

040,000 85,410 121 05
200,000 0,804 25 SO
184,000 10,500 57 40
28,000 7,050 185 08
I5.IHPU 2,252 me sc.

450,027,000 12,502,822
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An increasing dependence upon outside, sources of timber supplies is shown by the 
growth of importation in tin- past decade. Foreign timber constituted only 32 per vent 
of Australia’s consumption in 1903; by 1913 it filled 4* per cent of the total timber 
uses.

(ihowtii of Timm:it Imports into Ai stkai.ia from 1903 to 1913.

f'l

iiinnlit-t' and log -. 
Manufactured good

11113.

< Quantity. Value. Quantity.

Incrcasc

1HI 3 over
\\m.

Ft. » M. A Ft. 11 M. A
17R.S50.S41 4,345.737 447,<*i5.otS 12,945.052

2< HI,923 1,097,279
19S
432

The overwhelming lead of the United States in this trade U due to the control 
possessed bv that country of Douglas fir exports. Over 92 per cent of the lumber 
exports from the United States to Australia are Douglas fir. The United States 
monopoly of redwood, a softwood of growing importance on the Australian market, 
is a factor in improving the country's export position.

New Zealand exports to Australia softwoods, white and kauri pine, used exten
sively in box manufacture, shelving, lining, furniture factories and industries. The 
import of these woods into Australia has fallen off by over 35 per cent in the five years 
191 is to 1913, a consideration of influence in increasing the importation of Pacifie 
Coast woods. The hardwoods of New Zealand, chief id* which i» rimu. are, however, 
being exploited and exported to Australia in increasing quantities as the softwood 
forests are depleted. The hardwoods are used almost wholly for flooring and lining.

The rapid cutting of New Zealand forests, which are only estimated to contain 
thirty years’ supply at present rate of use, will prevent a great increase of exports to 
Australia unless prices are substantially increased.

A great factor in New Zealand's trade with Australia is the Australian tariff 
preference applying to timber, extended to the sister Dominion. This tariff gives 
New Zealand an advantage over Canada which is indicated in the following tabular 
statement:—

Australian tariff on roufth Boards.
Species nn<l Country of Origin. M. Ft. B.M.

New Zealand white pine and rimu........................................................... $4 0
Canadian Douglas fir and spruce............................................................... 8 40

The extension of this tariff preference to include other Dominions would be a 
factor of the greatest importance to the Canadian trade.

SCANDINAVIAN TIMID ill.

Norway and Sweden together still supply to Australia nine times as much timber 
yearly as does Canada. This holds true in spite of the fact that Scandinavian standing 
timber is more valuable than Canadian and the freight distances are greater. The 
distance from Baltic ports to Australia i> 13,000 miles and the distance trom Western 
Canadian ports is 7,<MH) miles.

The Kuropeans who first developed Australia imported their necessary softwoods 
from the only source with which they had connections, the Baltic and the Scandinavian 
Peninsula. This timber became the standard softwood of Australia and even yet it is 
the standard of quality for common joinery. The standard of dimension introduced 
by the 3-ineh by 0-inch Baltic deal still lingers to a certain extent.

13(174—2i
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Douglas lir, however, beeause of its cheapness ami greater latitude of sizes, 
together with the assistance given by a tari If penalizing all sizes below 0 inches by 12 
inches, sizes which include the whole of the Scandinavian output, has almost driven 
out tin- Scandinavian rough deal. It is in dressed lumber that Scandinavian countries 
are still pre-eminent in the Australian market. The standard of quality and size for 
flooring, lining and weatherboard" set in Australia two generations ago by the mills of 
Norway and Sweden still holds absolutely good. The large trade with Norway as com
pared with Sweden, although Sweden is the more important timber producing country, 
is due to the fact that Norway specializes in dreoed lumber, Australia’s chief imports 
from the Balte

JAPWI.SK roMPKTITlON.

Japan, ten years ago unknown in the Australian timber trade, has passed Canada. 
The imports from Japan are a soft, weak, knotty white pine for boxes (known as Pacific 
pine), oak and ash for industrial purposes.

Several unlikely countries, Norway, Sweden and Japan, exceed Canada in the 
exports of timber to Australia. At the beginning of this century Canada was exceeded 
only by Norway and the United States. The present exports from Canada are eighty 
lier cent Douglas fir and twenty per cent spruce deals from the Maritime Provinces. 
The trade in the latter has been seriously reduced by the introduction to the Australian 
market of Japanese pine and Pacific. Coast hemlock and spruce.

Russia’s exports of spruce and pine deals, from the White Sea and Pacific ports, 
are growing and if no change is made bid fair soon to exceed Canada’s trade.

The timbers imported from India and the Straits Settlements are teak and other 
hardwoods which will not he a factor in the trade.

During the past decade important readjustments have taken place amongst the 
countries supplying Australia with timber and in these readjustments ('amnia’s share 
of the trade has decreased both in proportion and total.

I.i miii:ii Ini re hits into Al STIUI.U BY (‘ni NTIIIKS l\ 1903.

Country of Origin. Quantity in 
Feet It M

Per Cent 
of

Total
Vulu,-. Average Value 

per M ft. RM.

88,759,990 
51,325,win 
2i.sio,o5s 
7,870,875 
6,503,018» 

810,881 
201,770 
170,077

50
20

1
* eta.

2,040.278 
1,157,054 

745,324 
175,005 
172,450 
20,827 
5,770 
0,427

8 eta.

22 98
22 54
31 17
22 35
30 83
33 12
22 14
52 37

Now Zealand........................... m ..
Norway ... ............................................
Canada............................................................

Straits Settlements......... ....................
United Kingdom ...........................................

Total....................................... 170,011,792 4,333,063 -

The most striking feature of the shifting of the trade amongst the various coun
tries is the big gain made by all the leading countries competing, except. New Zealand 
and Canada, which lost heavily, New Zealand because of exhaustion of supply and 
Canada for other reasons which will be discussed later. Sweden has largely increased 
her share of the trade by specializing to a greater extent on the export of dressed 
spruce and pine. Two practically new sources of supply have been opened up in the 
ten years, one of which, Japan, has already exceeded Canada in her exports to Australia, 
and the other of which, Russia, in less than ten years of trade development, has reached 
Canada and possesses embarrassing possibilities for the future.
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Tli,. growth of tlio tilnl» r im|iortatioiis of Australia during the decade V.I03 to 
HU:',, as shown in the following table, is an encouraging indication of what may he 

< \|i€Kitv(l from tin- trade in the future :—

A < oMI'AHATIVi: StATKMKNT of Till. TlM Hi ll IM PORTS OF AUSTRALIA 100:5 AND 1013.

(’la**
of

Timber.

Ibmgli lumber.............
\. w X" aland pin»
Ihessed lumber. ... 
Lath.............................

Staves, rough...............

Shingles .......
Hickory (undressed). 
Logs, feet .. . . ....
Architraves, mouldings,

10»»3.

I Quantity. | Value,

ft. IV M. 100,725,065 
.ft. IV M 51,088.378
ft. B.M

(pieces)
(tmmlier,

.. (pieces) 
(number)
ft. It M. 

It M.
... lin. ft.

L»4,7H3,771 
18,524.843 

31,341 
314,358 
7<»o,37 

2,785,554 
51», 002 

213.128 
46,257

2,357,678
1,140,388

82H.tl.32
80,164
66,777
32.035
16,761

nil a. Percentage 
»f quantity

Increase
Quantity. Value.

decrease.

$

208,373,301» 5,107,852 plus H»7'
50,017,057 1,467,460 minus 3'
82,471,445 2.04 l,i 28 plus 23.V
46,337.501 102,628 plus 150'

1,11" 2,136 minus 06'
3.030,06!» 100,776 plus 1,058'
2,302,748 40,785 plus 203'

1 I n,508 minus 45'
168.088 25,440 plus 182'

23,437,006 582,052 plus 1,080'
80,378 1,200 ,4'

Australia is a distributing point from which the Pncitic Islands are supplied with 
timber. The reexports of imiiorted timber amounted to only 2,IKK),000 feet in 1913, a 
normal year. This trade is not likely to assume important proportions.

The purchase of suc h manufactured material as lath, mouldings, three-ply veneer, 
box shocks. Staves and pickets have become very important. The following table shows 
the volume in 1913 by countries of origin.

| ufours Ol CERTAIN MaNI I Al Tl IIKI) TlMIIKR INTO At STBALIA, 1913, AccoRDlNli To 

Covntiiy of Origin.

(A iisIraliftH Ofjiriul 1'i'fUi'H.)

Country of Origin.

Vnitcd States.........
Russia.. ...................
Strait's Settlements 
Canada
Norway.....................
United Kingdom. . 
\. u Z.i aland

Netherlands..........

Total .

Value.
Per cent

of
total.

*

568,461 50
102.288 17
120,4M» I 10
«0,384 8
56,640
43,344 4
32,640 3
12,480 1
10,7.52 i
0,744
1,152

1,138,368 !........................

The leading place held by the United States in this field of trade also is due to 
the almost exclusive control now possessed by that country ot Australia s importations 
of lath, pickets and shingles and to the important influence exercised on the supplies 
of staves anil mouldings.
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Russia's exports of manufactured wooden goods to Australia consists only of three- 
ply alder, birch and cottonwood veneer, principally alder.

Germany's trade was two-thirds in picture and room mouldings, in which she 
held a commanding position in the Australian market, and one-third in three-ply 
abler veneer.

Canada, while standing better proportionately in manufactured goods than in 
lumber, is nevertheless a poor fourth and were it not for box sliooks would be still 
lower <>n the list. The most important items from Canada in this class of exports, 
are in the order of their importance box sliooks, staves and lath.

The United Kingdom supplies chiefly three-ply veneer, and Japan, a newcomer 
in this trade, furnishes staves and laths.

A comparison of the above table with that following this paragraph shows that 
here as with lumber the source of supply are constantly shifting, as new aggressive 
competitors enter the field with important forest areas at their command. Any coun
try possessing a share of the trade can only hope to retain it by keeping in constant 
contact with the purchaser and meeting all competitors in manufacturing and selling 
and in shipping costs and methods.

Imports into At strai.ia, lOOfl, by Countries.

(Manufactures of Lumber.)

Country. X alue. ('!»«• Ilf ( !( Mills. Quantity

United States . . ..
$

180,1)1(1 .... .............. .............. (pieces) U», 8%, 483
............(number) •2s,:v2i;

.............. (pieces' 2! )*>,4H*2
P*.l kets . . i;2'.*,(»:u

{Shingles .. 2,784,354
I Architraves . . ................(lin. ft. 1 40,057

Canada .......... i:,os3 Laths ..................(pieces) 2.028,300
131,312

Shingh - 1,200
4,757 3, IKK)

United Kingdom 2,894 13,225
K.

Germany . 1,1(12 ..................(piece») 2,421
{Architraves

New /.«•aland loi ..............(pieces) 3,180
Netherlands.................... 10 " .................. •• 60

Total . . 200,923

'I bis table shows that Canada has not shared to any extent in the immense growth 
of Australia’s imports of manufactured wood goods. Canada’s second ten years ago 
has now dropped to an uncertain fourth place and has been passed by Russia and Ger
many and almost equalled by the United Kingdom and Japan. Japan at her present 
rate of progress with the forests of Northern Japan and Manchuria at her back and 
new modern machinery recently installed is likely to play an important part in this 
trade.
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CHAPTER IV.

Manner in which Importation of Timber is Handled.

The mminer in whieh timber is inqiortcd, sold and distributed in Austniliii must 
be thoroughly understood by any one desiring to enter and extend the Canadian lumber 
export trade.

DISTIIIHI Tlox ok I MISHITS 11 V I'OUTS.

Knell state draws the greater part of its supplies from abroad through one port, 
as is indicated in tile following table:—

ltisTiiim Tlox oi m i. At str.m.ia's Imports by Iuportinu States, title.

States Importing.
Chief

Lumber Importing 
Ports.

Quantity,
Feet B.M of

Total.

New South Wales................ 180,70S,(NO 43

Melbourne........................... i:i3,051,OHh 31

South Australia Adelaide........ ............. 88,8113,000 21

West Australia... ................
I't. Pirie.
Fremantle ................
(Jerald ton.

14*704,000 4

Tasmania.................................................. 4,.039,000 1
Launceston.

<Jm-eusland .............................. BrinUme............................. 2,020,700

Total . . ............................... 433,480,700

The order of the states as they stand at present according to quantity of 
inqiortntions for each is likely to remain unchanged. Kach state has great undeveloped 
IKitentialities, and needs only the inllux of capital and population to greatly increase 
its lumber importations. The yearly importations of Queensland, which are now 
unini|Mirtant, are likely to show the greatest proportionate growth. The development 
of new arena and the rapid running up of timber importations in Australia in the past 
have been more often consequent upon mining discoveries than on any other cause, 
tirent ixiasibilities in this direction are known to exist, and may at any time lead to a 
strengthening of the timber demand and the diversion of new trade to a new (sirt. 
This is particularly true of the northern section of the continental coast, six thousand 
miles in length, which now from Brisbane to Qeraldton receives no timber importations. 
Should no great mining boom build up a great timber demand here, the 
slower growth of pastoral, semi-tropical and tropical agriculture and allied industries 
in tinv will certainly provide a market. This great region, equal in area to the whole 
of populated Canada, believed to be equal in resources to the land tributary to the 
gulf of Mexico, at present uses no timber, solely because of lack of population, a lack 
whieh must eventually be overcome.

All these ports named in the aluve table, excepting Qeraldton, Ilohart and 
Launceston, which rarely take lumber in steamer cargo lots, arc in normal times sup
plied almost wholly by steamer shipments. The three ports named as exceptions, 
because of their limited demand, arc usually supplied by sailing vessels and to a 
limited extent by transhipment. There if a strong possibility, however, that as demands
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increase in Australia. new areas open up, and nearby native forests are cleared 
away, that many eotistx ise ports will provide a market for small lots of timber, such as 
can only bo economically supplied by sailing vessels carrying cargoes of three-quarters 
to one and a half million. 'I bis has been the case in New Zealand, which in proportion 
to area is more intensely developed than Australia, and is likely to he the case in 
Australia. Should this development occur the trade will provide a wider market of 
employment for the motor sail vessels now building.

m vino MKTiions.

The merchants who are the actual importers and carry in stock the rough and 
dressed lumber, lath, shingles, staves, pickets and other commodities, are kept in touch 
with tin- foreign producer, whether Kumpean, Russian, Japanese or North American, 
by resident agents or brokers in Australia. The terms on which the latter do business 
are varied, and in the ease of North American timber goods especially, are changing. 
Vsually the resident commission house or man in Australia, when dealing with timber 
other than North American, that is timber from countries where the production is 
not greater than the demand, is agent for certain producers, sells the product of no 
other competitive mills, and has the sole selling right for the mills lie represents. In 
this case the mill in Sweden does its own exporting, makes its own freight arrange
ments, and quotes c.i.f. through its agent. This was once true also of the Australian 
imports from the North Pacific coast. At a time when over-production was not so 
great, the lumber was all carried in sailing vessels, and mills did their own chartering. 
At that time the importing in Australia was in the hands of a few merchants who 
were in direct communication with mills and purchased in cargo lots.

The great increase in the number of mills cutting for the export trade, the passing 
of cross Pacific lumber transportation from the small schooner carrying four hundred 
thousand to fifteen hundred thousand feet which was not too great a financial risk 
for a mill to charter and did not load faster than a mill could cut, to the steamer 
carrying two to four million feet which no single, mill could handle financially or 
physically, created a condition radically altering export methods on this side of the 
Pacific.

At the same time the inability of even the largest yards in Australia to accept 
large steamer loads of timber, and the growing up of a larger number of smaller mer
chants, three in Perth and Freemantle, six in Adelaide, thirty-six in Melbourne, forty 
to fifty in Sydney, twelve in Newcastle and two to three in lirisbane, rendered neces
sary some middleman at the other or Australian end.

The result on this sidg has been that the direct connections with the Australian 
buyer at one time possessed by the mills has, except in the case of one or two mills, 
passed away. It would be difficult to build up anew such connections. The export of 
lumber has been divorced from manufacturing and so far as the Australian market 
for North Pacifie lumber is concerned is now in the hands of about ten Tinted States 
shipping companies. These companies perform three functions. They buy the lum
ber from the producer, and by the methods of their buying create a state of archaic 
cut-throat competition unknown now in any other manufacturing industry of like 
importance, they charter the ships and sell c.i.f. or c.i.f, ami e. Australian port, usually 
financing a portion of the transaction until the cargo is accepted by the purchaser. 
Only one or two Australian importers make their own freight arrangements.

These exporting companies, wholly of the Vnited States, are the only connection 
between the manufacturer and the importer. They were at one time in direct com
munication with the merchant in Australia, without the services of a middleman, 
received, by cable the inquiries and specifications ami quoted direct. In a few 
instances with the larger and older merchants in Australia this custom yet survives.

The common practice now is either that the exporter sells in Australia through a 
representative or agent who works on a commission or fixed payment per thousand
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fnl In mounting to nlioiit 25 to 50 cents) or through an established mercantile house 
which probably handles many other commodities in addition to lumber. In the first
en-c it has 1... .. unusual for the representative in Australia to speculate in shipments
coining forward. In the latter ease the representative being stronger frequently 
speculated, either purchasing complete cargoes, hoping to sell them before arrival, or 
in eases where only a portion of the cargo was sold, brought the re-t forward for later 
sale.

Tile tendency is now for exporters to deal in Australia through representatives
financially strong enough to do a little purchasing ......ulatively on their own a..... tint.
These representatives usually handle other building materials in addition to lumber, 
have branch otllces in each important Australian port, and have small piling space in 
each Australian poll. Orders may le solicited from merchants, large and small, in each 
port, the smallest may Imy at as favourable terms as the largest. It* the whole cargo 
cannot he placed before being contracted for, or if conditions are tempting for specula 
lion, the representative will bring a part cargo or whole cargo forward and store it if 
tail sold before discharging. As a rule very little is stored.

Occasionally where a rising charter market i- indicated the Australian representa
tive brings a cargo forward speculatively, with the option ot two or three parts.
utilizing his branch otlii..... rganizntion to divert the vessel to the port in which the
most favourable sale can he made.

Distributing cargoes amongst merchants, large and small, has made it possible for 
small yard owners, if they are in a position to pay for a small shipment, to secure it on 
as favourable terms as a large buyer. This encourages the importation by small yard 
men of Pacific Coast woods which otherwise would only le available to purchasers able 
to buy in cargo lots, whereas compétitive rough lumber from Scandinavian ports may 
lie brought out regularly in parcel shipments on the frequent mail ami freight lines.

Haying of Pacific Coast timber is speculative. The merchant issues his inquiry
and hays usually six to twelve .... ntlis before loading and sometimes two years before
delivery.

The lluetnations within a few months in normal times have ranged from 17.50 
c.i.f. to 20.50 e.i.f. base for Douglas fir. A merchant buying for delivery six to twelve 
months ahead, as i- the custom, is taking a grave risk of paying much more than his 
enmpi liter, who may catch the market at a more advantageous point. Australian
.... rehauts would welcome a fixed export price for Douglas fir. as a relief from one
fluctuating market influence, and accustomed to variations ol if.' to fit 1 <• in the level ot 
e.i.f. lumber prices, they would not he affected by an increase of fit:! or *f in the export 
base price.

The fluctuation of fans, lumber prices and the much greater fiuetuati........ freight
rails encourages speculation on the part of the exporter also, who may and frequently 
does Sell e.i.f. before lie has acquired either lumber or ship, or who may acquire either 
lumber or ship, or Isith, for loading in the distant future, and hold fur months without 
selling.

pi III MASKS MIT AKKKI'TKI) lit IIKill KKKKillW.

It is a remarkable fact that though the lumber freights from the North Pacific 
to Australia may vary in |ieace times from 28 shillings to 70 shillings or more the 
purchase and use of North Pacific woods on the Australian market is in no way 
diminished by high freights. Even in war times, with freight rates over lit) shillings, 
the use of Douglas fir seems almost as great in proportion to the amount of building 
going on sis in normal times.

The Australian merchant is not particular as to any slight variation in the e.i.f. 
price of Douglas tir, such as 12 or U$ shillings per thousand, so long as he feels sure 
thiit his competitor is buying no cheaper than he, and that the price will not tall 
appreciably after lie lias stocked up. 1 le always buys more readily on a ri>ing than on 
a falling market.
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There is a moral in this for the producer of Douglas fir and other woods of the 
Pacific Coast region. The increases of 10, 20 and more shillings per thousand feet 
which the Australian merchant pa,vs in times of rising freight without diminishing 
his buying enthusiasm, would he as readily paid if they were increases in f.a.s. prices. 
It. would only he necessary to assure him that the increases would he permanent or 
fixed for a definite period and not temporary or subject to rapid fluctuation. The 
Australian buyer cannot credit, the frame of mind in which the Pacific Coast manu
facturer xlls.

Australian Coast town merchants, through whose hands all timber imports passes, 
are strongly banded together in city associations for trade furtherance and protective 
purposes. Price lists have been uniform amongst all association merchants in each 
town month by month for some years past. There are few merchants who do not 
belong to these associations and few instances where association prices are not 
maintained.

Increased purchasing cost is passed directly to the consumer. Douglas fir retails 
from *10 per thousand feet in normal times to $(50 per thousand feet in war times. The 
use of substitutes, brick, stone, cement, tiles, slate* and iron have reached their maxi
mum. Douglas tir is only used where it is needed and has no really close competition. 
An increase of $4 per thousand feet to the f.a.s. price would not affect its use.

The present system of exporting is conducted at the expense of the mill owners for 
the benefit of the vessel owners and Australian merchants. The producers of lumber, 
by far the most important group, in members and financially, compete against one 
another to till the orders and keep the prices down. The exporters, fewer in number 
and with comparatively less resources compete against one another for transportation 
and put the freight up. A proper combination of the lumber producers who control 
the only suitable timber commodity available to Australia, likewise the only timber 
commodity which gives lumber freights from North America to Australia their value, 
with the exporters who possess the export shipping knowledge should he able to keep 
export lumber prices up to a fair and reasonable level and lumber freights also at a 
lion-speculative and reasonable figure. The eliminating of the present great element 
of speculation from trans-Paeifie lumber freights would encourage steadier buying, in 
itself a more favourable condition for the producers.

The representatives quoting to merchants on Douglas fir usually are agents for 
Scandinavian tinder, and in certain eases Japanese and Russian also. The sjieeios 
of timber sold is immaterial to the agent.

NOT 1*1 SlIIMi LO VOLAS Flit.

There are very few amongst, the agents or selling representatives soliciting orders 
from Australian timber merchants who push Douglas tir only. Nearly all are quite 
as keen to sell redwood or Swedish timbers.

Few people selling Douglas fir or other Pacific Coast woods to merchants have 
more than a casual knowledge of their qualities or possibilities for more than rough 
construction purposes. Few have visited the region in which it is produced, have seen 
the manufacture of the woods, or are acquainted with recent developments in the 
use of woods for various industrial purposes or for more valuable ami decorative uses 
in interior finish. Pacific Coast timbers are sold not as a special product with certain 
definite qualities and values, hut ns wood, common wood. The sizes of Douglas fir 
from six feet by six feet, arc* known as “ junk.” As a result of the merchant’s lack of 
special knowledge concerning, and sj>ecial interest in Douglas fir the quantity sold is 
not as great as it might he, as will he pointed out in this report.

The representatives in Australia selling imported timber quote on inquiries sent, 
out by merchants. They rarely go further and endeavour to initiate a demand by 
showing engineers, architects or important builders that any particular wood has 
special qualities which fit it for use in fields which it has not yet entered, such as 
Douglas fir for panel doors, or spruce and hemlock for boxes and shelving. There is 
a great field for this class of work.
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I'RKVNXH \ UK'I XMi )'( IK IIKlIWiHII).

Thr mlwiiml vxiiortiTK of Viilifornin Imvu wisely sent am export representiitive to 
Anstrulin. whose sole duty it will lie to study possible extension of tile use of redwood 
mid erente a demand whieli will Inter on he reflected in greater orders for redwood 
from Australian merchants.

This representative is learning the influenees which have limited the use ot red
wood for interior finish and striving to overcome them. For instance the finish given 
to redwood in Australia has not made it as attractive a wood for interior work as it 
has been considered in California. Australian architects are now being shown by the 
redwood man varied and more pleasing methods of applying finishes to the wood. 1 he 
result will 1 e greater orders for redwood and conse<plenty smaller orders for clear 
Douglas fir, one of its competitors.

Another duty of this representative i> to study the uses ot the wood in the Austra
lian market and learn if a specification may be worked out which will permit a more 
complete utilization of the mill run lumber, particularly it a market may not be built 
up for short clears.

A redwood bungalow has been constructed in an attractive suburb ot Sydney to 
demonstrate the beauties and economy of building in redwood.

A campaign so carried on is certain to influence the use of any wood possessing 
definite characteristics and merits. The three classes of persons who are the actual 
arbiters of a wood’s success or failure in any market, the homo builder, the architect 
and the engineer are given a convincing, lasting and ocular demonstration of what may 
be accomplished at a definite cost. The result, wherever tin- wood can stand on ils 
merit, is an increase of business.

Redwood exporters, doing a business of about 1*0,000,000 feet annually have 
initiated this campaign to increase the sale of their product in competition with 
Douglas fir. Douglas fir, spruce and hemlock producers, with a business annually 
twelve times as great, can well afford to protect their interests. The importance ot 
this work should not be underestimated. Wood is only one of the materials available 
to the Australian architect. Ile i- daily bombarded by literature, samples and visitors 
impressing upon him the advisability of, case of, and dependable results from, using 
nunc substitute for wood in finishing buildings. As a human being lie must re-pond 
to the environment of substitutes in which he passe> his time. Dougin* fir producers 
have an opportunity of bringing Australian architects to specify Douglas tir interior 
trim. This possibility will never become a reality if the producer leaves the develop
ment of new markets for his best material in the bands of Australian merchants, many 
of whom are busily engaged in pushing sale agencies for substitutes.

Timber merchants arc also substitute merchants. All handle galvanized iron, tar, 
wool and paper roofing; many stock also bricks, cement, plaster, ironmongery, wall 
boards and metal ceilings.

Il MIIKIt I >1 STIC I HI TION IN XI STUM.IX.

All lumber and timber imported into Australia is received and distributed by a 
comparatively small number of timber merchants. As has been stated, these merchants 
in each city work closely together in a strong association with xvcll defined trade regu
lations, the chief of which, as far as Pacific trade is cone -rue 1. apply to the r< gular 
maintenance of association established prices.

This is accomplished by allocating to each member of the association a definite 
proportion of the total business handled by the members. The association may also 
bar from the market any exporter xvho is not considered to have met association 
requirements in standards of business.

Although association members are not allowed to enter into price, competition 
xvithin a defined territory, which usually includes the city and suburbs, they may com
pete unrestrainedly in outside territory.
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Tin* state of New South Wales has opened up a timber yard in Sydney as a state 
enterprise, 'i’liis yard imports direct, buying through the state representative in Sun 
Francisco, and in addition to supplying the important state requirements, ente s the 
open selling market in competition with the timber merchants. The state yard appears 
to maintain association prices. This state yard handles about 1,000,000 feet monthly 
of Douglas tir.

now mi mat is iiamu.kd by mkhuiastx.

A great variety of husinos F handled by tin* timber merchants in the ports through 
which Australian imports are handled. Few of them, and these only in IVrth, Hobart, 
Lannootoii, Brisbane and to a less proportionate extent Sydney, are actually engaged 
in the production and manufacture of Australian lumber. Almost all merchants carry 
Australian woods in stock however, buying them as they do imported woods in com
petition on the open market. The native woods used in the coast cities (which con
stitute by far the greatest lumber consuming areas in Australia.) are nearly all brought 
to the merchants, yards long distances by rail or boat. The greater part of the native 
timber comes to the merchant rough from the mill. A few of these city merchants 
bring native timber to their yards in logs and resaw to order.

The larger lumber distributors, some of whom occasionally carry over $1,200,000 
worth of lumber in stock at one time, have extensive remanufacturing facilities, 
including modern equipped saw-mills, box factories, planing-mills and woodworking 
shops.

The rough cargoes brought in arc put into stock, the higher grades well stacked 
under shelter. Material is draw n from stock and resawn, reinanufactured or machined 
to the customer’s order.

The growth of the large cities away from the central locations «»f the older estab
lished merchants, together with tin* facilities now possessed by the new smaller dealers 
for buying smaller cargoes, has resulted in the development of many smaller concerns. 
The merchants pi ssessing large saw-mill plants in addition to running their own retail 
trade, -i ll wholesale to the smaller dealers and to contractors for whom they do the 
manufacturing.

The merchants in the chief ports also do a large amount of resawing and manu
facturing for the interior towns and villages.

Certain important merchants of Melbourne and Sydney depend upon the country 
for one half their sales of imported lumber. The quantity of Pacific Coast lumber, 
childly Douglas tir. shipped to the interior is steadily increasing. The proportion of 
thi- wimd now used in building operations inland in Australia lias increased greatly 
in flic past few years. It pi estimated that almost one-third of the Douglas tir now 
imported into Sydney is shipped tu the interior.

(at ADI NO.

The Australian timber merchant in drawing up specifications and buying Douglas 
fir devotes a great deal of ingenuity to working out means of securing a higher grade 
of lumber without paying for it. Specifications are so planned that the merchantable 
wlii-n resawn w ill produce the maximum possible proportion of select or better. For 
this reason some importers take 4-inch by D-inch, instead of 0-inch by 12-inch. Others 
specify that their orders must if possible be purchased from some mill having no rail
road connections, believing that from such mill they will get all the uppers which 
other mills arc supposed to put into Hooping and other clear stock for domestic market. 
Another plan is for the Australian buyer, when buying a specification containing both 
clear or select and merchantable, to specify that the merchantable is to he purchased 
from one mill and the selects or clears from another in the hope that the first mill in 
cutting the merchantable will let selects and clears go into the cargo; the buyer thus 
hopes to get a double proportion of these desirable grades.
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These Inlying methods are duo to tli«* competition prevailing amongst Pacific const 
manufacturers, a competition which leads them, after reducing the price to the lowest 
possible level, to further depreciate their assets and rob their stumpage by putting 
clears or selects into a cargo which calls for merchantable only. This is done occasion
ally through neees>ity in order to escape demurrage, hut more often through careless
ness, or as the only means of securing the business from the exporter sending out the 
inquiry. The exporter himself, profiting only on the turnover and caring nothing in 
many eases for the prosperity of the lumber industry, endeavours to force the mills 
from which he purchases to engage in this quality coin|K»tition in order that lie may 
1 >11 id up a reputation with the Australian buyers for shipping al>ovo-grado-cargoes.

I nfortunately when the lumber shipped is superior in quality to the grade called 
for. the inspection certificate does not show this to he the case. Where merchantable 
is called for, the inspection certificate forwarded states the cargo to be merchantable, 
even though the grade actually shipped may have been all select or clear.

This practice leads to two unfortunate results:—
(a) The Australian buyer receiving a high-grade cargo, and seeing it described as 

merchantable in an inspection certificate originating in the same port as the cargo, 
has his taste spoiled. Year by year lie becomes unwilling to tube in anything but the 
best, whatever be the purpose for which the lumber is intended. lie becomes convinced 
that Douglas fir and other trees on the Pacific coast grow square and grade solid clears 
to the centre. When a real merchantable cargo arrives, the buyer does not read the 
grading rules to see if it is up to grade, he draws on his memory of previous high-grade 
cargoes, and puts in a claim if the latest arrival is not well up to his idea of the average 
of former purchases, regardless of the certificate upon which it was sold.

The fact that a cargo was sold on a definite grade and is equal to that grade is the 
least of the arguments in the ease. An instance may be quoted where a claim was 
made on a Canadian cargo sold as merchantable, which was equal to merchantable, was 
passed as merchantable by an inspector, but was not equal to the merchantable being 
shipped by other mills at the time. A claim was made and refused by the shipper. 
The buyer of the cargo kept a section of one stick of the cargo, one foot in length, in 
his office for a long period, and told all buyers that this was what they received if they 
purchased Canadian timber.

(hi Another bad result of the present system of marking inspection certificates 
is that when a buyer is in the market lie frequently specifies a merchantable equal to 
what la- received in the Mar/i Ann or some other vessel months and years before. 
Probably the cargo of tlu Mary Ann was fifty percent above merchantable, yet 
neither the mill nor the buyer has any definite record of this fact. The order is filled, 
the cargo is graded merchantable, and goes forth. It is not considered equal to the 
memory of the Mary Ann, and a claim results.

There is this to he said for the Australian buyer. The present system of grading 
gives him very little information, it merely places the cargo above a certain grade line, 
above which very wide variations are possible. Where two merchants in one town are 
in competition and each buys a cargo sufficient to last him several months, the one who 
receives the poorer cargo is in a serious position. No matter how good a merchantable 
it may he. the poorer cargo is to all intents and purposes inferior lumber so long as the 
good cargo is in the market.

Buyers in Australia do not now place serious dependence on the inspection 
certificate except as a means of warding off common lumber and as a means of tallying 
the amount in the ship. As it has worked out in practice, since over-production has 
become so serious in the Douglas fir region, the present system of grading has resulted 
in preventing a fair proportion of strictly merchantable lumber from entering the 
Australian market. Competition amongst exporters has resulted in orders flowing 
chiefly to those mills who were known to be shipping as merchantable a grade contain
ing a high proportion of select and clear.
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I hi- is contrary I . tin* best interests of the country. As large a portion of com
mons should be used for studding, joists, rafters and rough lumber in building a city 
in New South Wales as in building a similar city in Kritish Columbia. Such is not 
the ease, however. One rough, temporary fence in Sydney contained out of 122 con
secutive hoards 1 inch by <1 inches by it foot, tlb edge grain clears, every one a flooring 
board. A pile of roof battens in a Sydney yard 1 inch by inches by 12 feet and up 
wore in reality a pile of edge grain flooring strips. A wood-working shop in Adelaide 
was building railway ears and for .-ills about s inches by 20 inches by 00 feet was using 
close-grained sticks, flooring quality, picked out from a merchantable cargo.

Because of the loose grading system prevailing on the Pacific coast, the standard 
of lumber used is higher in Australia than in the Canadian and Cuite 1 State. Coast 
cities where the lumber is produced.

The quality demanded by the user in Australia C very frequently too high. High 
grades are used where common only are needed. Kven at that there may be found in 
nearly every lumber importer's yard a pile of selects that has been picked out from 
merchantable and i" being hold for reniauufacturc into doors or joinery of some 
kind.

The exporter is selling large timbers, long timbers, selects and chars to the 
importer for the price of common lumber. Naturally so long as this is the ease the 
importer will need no common lumber. I le C now getting something he needs, which 
lie can get nowhere else, from the shippers of the Pacific const for Ivss than the cost 
of production, chiefly because grading is neglected and producers compete senselessly.

The chief difficulty with the foreign market has always been that it took too little 
of the log. The present system of grading is decreasing the proportion of mill run 
that is acceptable to the Austlalian buyer. It is bad for forest conservation and it is 
had for business.

The inspection certificate should show clearly the quantity of each grade that has 
gone into a -hip. If merchantable has been called for and selects or clears are shipped 
the inspection certificate should state the number of pieces, dimension and quantity 
shipped of each of the grades. The buyer would then know in each case that the 
shipper for some reason had made him a present ; and so would the shipper. The 
buyer could not call for a similar cargo again without committing himself to paying 
for it. If all flic uppers sent into Australia wen* paid for. they would not be scattered 
about so promiscuously in rafters, studding and rough-board fences.

There is room for argument as to the advisability of creating new grades for the 
Australian market with the object both of encouraging the buying of a larger pro
portion of lower grades mid the securing of adequate payment for the uppers now 
imported as merchantable.

Should, as is expected, the Australian tariff re-ult in a continued and increasing 
importation of fi-inch by 12-inch sizes, tin* same result might be secured by increasing 
the differential in the list for this timber.

Such steps can only l>e sucessful if adopted by mills operating in greater 
cooperation than heretofore.

The basis for all consideration of this important feature of the export trade should 
be that, so far as we know at present. Australia must have Pacific Coast timber, that 
just as common is used in Canada so can it he used in Australia, and that should the 
mills co-operate to force the acceptance of per cent of the log run in all cargoes at 
an average price $1 greater than the past five years’ average, there would be neither 
object ions from Australia nor diminution of orders. It is only necessary that the 
mills act together to the end that all exports receive equal treatment as to grade and 
price.
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CHAPTER V.

Discussion of Australian Imports by Classes.

uurcii M MIIKH.

The* iieee»ity of importing a largo proportion of Australia’s lumber requirements 
is generally admitted. In the face of evidence to the effect that while local production 
increased from 1903 to 1913 from 371 to 683 million, imports increased in the same
time from 17s to 432 million and exports remained almost constant at 114 million in
11**13 and 13") million in 1913; even the timber owners and saw-mill proprietors recog
nize the dependence of the country on imported timber. The feeling of the country 
is however, that the timber >hould be imported in rough form and in as large sizes as
possible in order that the work of manufacturing to tit the final use may be performed 
in Australia. To accomplish this end the customs duties, which already encouraged 
the importation of larger sizes, were proportionately further increased on the smaller 
dimensions in 1908 and again in 1914.

Till: 1 11 \M.i:s IN TAIIIFF.

This customs tariff against tl three chief sources of rough lumber, United States, 
Japan and Canada now stands as follows:—

$9 60 per thousand. 
S 40

Dressed lumber...................................
Hough lumber less than 2i" x 7£'

2£" x 71" to 6" x 1 
6'' x 12" and over .

New Zealand enjoys a tariff preference over Canada amounting to $6 per thousand 
on rough boards, or about 60 per cent of the Canadian f.a.s. value.

A tariff of this nature is the development of the past decade in Australia. During 
this time the amount of duty on dressed as compared with rough timber has been con
stantly increased, yet the proportion of rough lumber imported declined from *6 per 
cent in 1903 to 81*9 per cent in 1913.

The provision in the tariff for the increasing of the proportion of timber imported 
in large sizes lias been more successful. In 1903 only 33 s per cent of the rough lum
ber entering Australia was cut in dimensions 6 inches by 12 inches and greater. The 
proportion of this class of timber had risen by 1913 to 44-9 per cent. Since 1913, the 
latest normal year of trade, the duty on the* smaller dimensions has been still further 
proportionately increased with the result that a still greater importation may hereafter 
he expected of 6 inch by 12 inch and up.

To these changes in tariff are due the gradual drift of American cargo specifica
tions a way from that of ten years ago in which small sizes predominated to that of the 
present which contain a larger proportion of larger sizes. Melbourne cargoes have 
always contained more timbers and larger sizes than Sydney cargoes, because before the 
union of the states Melbourne served a tariff protected territory in which an effort 
was being made, by use of customs duties, to build up a local resawing industry and 
Sydney served a fm* trade territory. The same tariff now applies of course to both 
portq, but the influence of the old trade customs persists and while the difference 
between Sydney and Melbourne specifications is lessening, it still exists.
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Timber supplying countries will naturally be forced to cut their rough lumber 
in those sizes dictated by the Australian tariff. The influence of this tariff on trade 
during the past ten years i- therefore important as indicating the trend of specifica
tions during future years.

Per cent Per cent.
Size Imported. 1!M)3. 1913.

T/css than fi" x 12"........................................................................... ♦»«**2 5.5*1
6" x 12" and greater...................................................................... 33*8 44*9

The pro|Kirtioii of material over (i inclus by 12 inches in an Australian rough lum
ber cargo which was only one-third in 1908 has jumped 11 per cent by 1918. Since 
101.*$ another duty discriminating at an additional >ale of $1.20 per thousand against 
sizes under (> inches by 12 inches has gone into effect. The result is that it may be 
expected over half the rough lumber imported into Australia hereafter will be in sizes 
equal in cross section to <1 inches by 12 inches.

This increase of duty on small dimensions of rough lumber is a direct encourage
ment of the use of Douglas fir, as this is the only timber available in quantity for 
export from which such large sizes may be cut in quantity without greatly incresing 
the price. The other important producers of rough lumber for the Australian market. 
New Zealand, Norway. Sweden and Japan find it difficult to produce 0-inch by 12-inch 
timbers in the lengths demanded.

Kven in short lengths these countries cannot produce 0-inch by 12-inch without 
sending the whole log against which the Australian merchant objects because of the 
proportion of common inevitably produced. Buyers have even been heard to complain 
of the amount of common produced, in resawing Douglas fir fi-ineh by 12-inch. The 
buyer will inevitably endeavour to discover the exporting mills (if there be any) pre
pared to ship 0-inch by 12-inch free from common when resawn into inch boards.

The countries supplying rough lumber in 1913 were:—

Imports of Roi <.ii Li um.u inm At strni.ix, 1910.

Total Per cent Quantity 2 h x 7 to (1 6 x 12 and
Country of Origin. quantity i.f \ alue. less than 2A x 12

feet, B M total. s 7 «up. ft sup. feet. sup. feet

% $

United States................. 251,282,327 *0 15.673,3315 70.i51H.iH51 57.181,50.5 123,452.701
New Zealand.................. 14,27».571 4 1507, *02 7.50*. 51.5,5 3.730, *157 3,008,340
< .'rtiiada............................... i2.2ao.707 4 200, *711 3,384.304 5,201.061 3,586,252

6, ; 150,441 143,1501 4.0.50,434 21,248
Sweden ............................. 3, otic, 2*7 n 12.3, 1150 

415, SCO 
40.020

2150,350 3.30(5,037
1.827.610
1,017.352l,lî7ô,7ôl 608,(522 110,777

1550,721 *:., *«57 0*.802 551.*32
45,800 «5,207 l*,5«il 23,02* 4.301

Straits Settlements. .. 44.*00 1,2*1 44,*00
Dutch Borneo.................... 3*. 4153 1.22* 1,20(5 6,472 31,785
German v............................. 25.1H14 2,010 23.278 2.32(5
1 nited Kingdom ..... ........ 23,162 .3.1572 16,000 8,002
Other foreign...................... 10,000 1,353 1.200 11,270 4,121
Other British Possessions.. 7.021 127 7,566 55 070

070 «2
Total... ............. 200.970, ‘m2 . . 7.925,904 82,697,243 77.502.013 130,810,300

A comparison of the trade of 1913 with that of 1903 shows that Australia is slowly 
adjusting herself to new sources of suj.pl> of rough lumber as well as in other timber 
requirements. This would be noticeable were it not for the endeavour being made by
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the importing country, as pointed out above, to restrict imports to large timbers, an 
effort which in practice restricts the market for one-half of the total imports to Canada 
and the 1'nited States.

Europe is decreasing in importance as a source of rough lumber. Euro]wan sup
plier which were (> per eent of the total in 1903 were only 3 (1 per cent in 1913. Japan 
which supplied nothing in 1903 had begun pa rend shipments in 1913 and supplied over 
half of one per cent. The tide of trade which has turned toward North America as 
a source of rough lumber for Australia has not done so to Canada’s advantage. While 
the proportion of rough lumber s " won by the United States has remained about 
constant at *0 |xr cent, Canada’s share has been cut in half, falling from 7*8 per cent 
to 1 per cent in 1913 and even lower since that date.

The chief species of rough lumber now imported into Australia are given in the 
following table:—

Primiivm. sm Iks of Kom.ii |,i xi mat imported into Aistrai.ix in 1913. 

( Approximate quantities).

(Quantity. Ft. B.M. Per cent of Total.

Douglas fit................................................... 238,774,(MID 70
New Zealand white pine and riinit..................... Ô0.MMUMMI 11
Urdwood (California).. .. . 21,000,IMHI 0
Other New Zealand woods . 14,250,000 4
Baltic .................................... ............. 10,(>(>0,000 :t
Spruce and hemlock............................. 3,000,000 l
•Tali utese pine 1,(>76,000
Tropic al hardwimhI .. ......... 780,000

Total.............................................................. . ... 340,140,000

Until the total imports of timber into Australia increase, the only means of extend
ing the use of rough Douglas fir lumber, which now constitutes 70 per cent of the 
total, will be at the expense of one of the more important species now comprising 30 
per cent of the purchases of rough lumber from abroad. The possibilities of so doing 
will be pointed out when discussing the various present important uses of Douglas fir.

It will be noted that the list of rough lumber imported into Australia does not 
include Southern pine, yellow or pitch-pine, the timber which gives Douglas fir the 
>tnmgi*t competition in Europe, Africa and South America. Australia uses trifling 
quantities of pitch-pine, but usually specifies Douglas fir in all situations where archi
tects. engineers and builders in a similar climate in South Africa, and in Europe also, 
regard pitch-pine as necessary at any price. From this fact may be judged the possi- 
hilities for the extension of the use of Douglas fir in those regions now importing 
annually 1.400.01)0,000 feet of pitch-pine.

U8B8 OF ROUGH DOUGLAS FIR.

The chief uses of the rough Douglas fir imported to Australia are:—
Per cent.

General building purposes....................................................................................... 75
Mining..................................................................................... '......................................................... 9
Structural timbers in irrigation, bridging, railroads, heavy construc

tion ....................................................................................................................... 8
Joinery................................................................................................................................................ 5
Wood-using industries............................................................................................ 3

13074—3

1
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The* only Canadian wood yet used to any extent in Australia for building purp<»M*s 
is Douglas fir. It finds its chief u<c for this purpose in Xi w South Wales. Victoria 
and South Australia. In the other states tin* native timber, though slightly declining, 
still presents such keen competition that fir i- used only ,n longer lengths of joists, 
and for rafters where native woods would he likely to warp or sag from their own 
weight.

Importation or Drksski» Li miikr to un \arioi s Siaii s i\ 101.1.

Imports mi 1>h.< to Ai sir mi x. loi’l.

</inanity of
Rough Lumlier IW cent of 
in f. #*t I’.M., Tot «I.

I'.iia

N«-w South WiUch ............................................... 17
X'ivtorin. «jaô.oon •_*«.

77.''U| .min
Western Australia ... i 1,r»f>l',ono a
Tasmania......................................................... L\Kt7,MU0
«/ueHUslan-l L’.trJI.tOa

Total........................... a40.UHO,400

The use of fir iii buildings, even in the States where it is most used, is confined 
to upper floor joists, studding, plates, rafter.-* and roof battens. There is no sheath
ing in an Australian house to provide use for common grades.

Even in tin* States where fir is must used, native woods arc used for ground floor 
joists heeause of a fear that fir would rot. Native woods are rarely used for upper 
joists, but are used for studding frequently, especially by speculative builders.

No other imported wood competes with fir for building purposes. Hemlock and 
••pruoe iii common grade.- would, however, be quite a- acceptable.

The most striking feature of the fir used for building in Australia is that a large 
proportion of it. is of a grade superior to what would be used for similar purposes in 
Canada. This is true both of the timber imported in the sizes in which it is finally 
used and of the timber rqsawn to order from •'» inches by 12 inches and other dimen
sion- carried in stock, rndouhtedly fully one-half of the softwoods used lor building 
purposes in Australia would give quite as good service if common Douglas fir, hemlock 
or spruco were used.

The Australian market i- quite different in this respect from any in Europe or 
Africa, countries which now import by far the larger proportion of their requirements 
in common grades of spruce and pine from Scandinavia and the Baltic.

There are large areas in interior and North Australia, at present sparely popu
lated, in Queensland, particularly, where Douglas fir or spruce is not used for building 
purposes because of white ants. Should western cedar prove immune to white ant 
attacks, it would be a valuable wood for this region, the more so because of its extre
mely light weight which would give it an advantage in railroad freight cost. Cedar 
merchantable would he very suitable for studding in the handings of the tropical 
regions.

CRAIN ELEVATORS.

No grain elevators have been constructed in Australia yet. All of the 100,000,000 
bushels of wheat raised annually is sacked and stacked in sacks until shipped. A 
system of state elevators is now under construction. Though the more important build-

Stiltc
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ings would undoubtedly be concrete, there is a possibility that in some regions the 
subsidiary buildings would be wood. The only wood suitable is imported softwoods.

Douglas fir is the wood used ehiell.v for concrete form stock, scaffolding and brac
ing in erecting important buildings. Here, as elsewhere, tbe grade is above require
ment. The merchant who reçoives tin- order as a rule has not enough of a form stock 
near common grade on band to till it, but completes with whatever lie may have in his 
yard, resawing it to order. Where an unusually good cargo has been received recently 
splendid high grade timber goes into this low grade temporary use.

Rough Douglas fir for construction purposes is sold at the same price per thousand 
foot as all sizes from 2 inches by 2 inches to 12 inches by 12 inches any length up to 
:{(> feet. An additional charge of $2.40 per thousand feet for all the above specifica
tions is made for lengths til feet to 40 feet inclusive.

Knch additional inch over 12 inches up to 10 inches wide i< charged extra at the 
rate of $1.20 per thousand feet.

Kven if Pacific Coast manufacturers do not appreciate tbe inherent value in a 
timber that will produce 12-inch by 12-inch sticks feet to feet long, this value 
is recognized and demanded by tbe merchants in Australia.

i»Ki< i> of mm m m >izi:n rnimats.

Consider tli«‘ following comparative statement:—

Length of Timlier. demanded by 
(4. list tier

M Ft.

price, Sydney, 
January, 1915, 

lier M Ft

demanded abov 
hase in Sydney, 
January, 1915. 

I*er M Ft.

s $ cts. # Cts.
41 to 50 Ft................................................... 21 00 40 80 1ft 2o
51 to «0 „ ............................................. 11 00 13 60
HI to 70 » '1 00 2o 40

40 i:$ oo 25 20

Long timbers are only purchased where they are required and where no substitute 
i- available. A much higher price may be properly asked for >ueh a timber than for 
the smaller dimension that can bo cut from any tree. This extra price should, how
ever, go to the owner of the tree and not to a dealer in the produce. The extra value 
of the long timber i** in the stumpage and manufacture and not in the handling.

The price at which timbers larger than 12-inch by 12-inch are sold to the publie 
should be illuminating to the manufacturers:—

Size.
Extra

above 11. list 
base, received by 

manufacturer.

Sydney base 
at January 1915.

Extra
above Sydney 

ba«.ereceived by 
Sydney distribu
tor, Jan. 1915.

6 » cti*. 6 cts.
40 80

14" x 14".......................................................................... 1 00 2 40
HP x 10 "........................................................ 2 00 5 00
IX* v 1K‘ ....................................................................... a ini

4 00

13674—8*
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The manner in which extras arc charged for select and clear in Sydney is worthy 
of Mtuition : —

Has»- in Kxtra aUiv»-
Sydney ' base in Sydney.

! Extra a. how 
haw of <i. last.

* uts,
41 i so

if vU. 
a no 
7 80

* et».
a oo 

PJ On
Select or slash grain, 1 " x a" 
Clear, 1 " x 0"..........................

The Sydney mendiant makes the same extra charge for select as is made by the 
shipper, but in picking over and resawing his merchantable cargo lie secures a large 
quantity of select at the price of merchantable. Although this principle applies
equity to clears, he finds it possible to charge twice as much extra for clears as lie
pay# to the producer.

The moral in this for the lumbar manufacturer exporting to Australia is that they 
do not properly appreciate the value of large timbers and high grades. The distributor 
realizes upon the possibilities of our timber asset and the manufacturer does not.

The price competition between Douglas fir and native hardwoods, the class of 
timber which stands between Douglas fir and complete dominance of the market, is 
illustrated in the following table :—

Vim i:s up Uni on Li mbku. Syunky, .1 am ahy, V.H.V

'rice of I )ouglBn 
Fir.

Price of New South
Wales Hardwoods.I linieiisioii.

Per M Ft. 11.M. per M Ft 11 M

r r a l a'
2" X" mild i im

s n; SO
IS (HI 
ho 4o
66 SO 
hO 40
M (HI
67 (10
«0 (HI 
62 40

a" mild run.» 100(1 I Oil
•r :r r *jo
2" 4" 17 20

* 44 40 
44 40 
II 40 
II 40 
44 40 
4h 40 
44 40

h" & • ;
I 4
ti' * IT... 
S' S'

Douglas fir. in addition to being lower in price, possesses the advantage of being 
available at the price quoted in any length up to 30 feet, whereas the native timber is 
only easily available in lengths under sixteen feet. When* native timber is required in 
longer lengths, higher prices must he paid and the supply even then is uncertain.

The retail prices quoted above were being obtained for Douglas fir which cost, 
landed and duty paid at Sydney, about $32 per thousand feet.

I SK OF Ih11 (.I AS I ll( For SILO SToi K.

The growing dairy and stock industry of Australia is likely to lead to a use of 
Douglas fir for silo stock. Silos arc yet few in number and such as nre in existence 
are chiefly pits or built with native hardwoods. The latter are unsatisfactory and 
Sydney merchants occasionally ship Douglas fir silo staves to the interior. The red
wood exporters through a representative nre investigating the ]Kissihilities of develop
ing n market, for redwood silo stock.
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8IIAVIKG8 THAT WOULD NOT BURN.

An instance of the happy-go-lucky methods ruling in lumber salesmanship is 
afforded by the manner in which city building inspectors in Australia, who absolutely 
determine what species are to be admitted to all public buildings and who thus greatly 
influence the species used in private buildings, are allowed to acquire their ideas con- 
cer .ing Pacific coast woods.

The chief municipal inspector and engineer in Melbourne was building at home 
a redwood lattice fence. He left the shavings and scraps to light the laundry tire. 
Returning home in the evening, he found that the laundry tire had refused to burn and 
bad caused untold domestic derangements. Struck with the idea that hero was the tire- 
proof wood for which he had been searching, he hastened to experiment further with 
what remained of the redwood scraps.

The result of the accident in lighting the laundry tire has been that in every 
building erected under his supervision redwood is the only wood allowed to enter halls 
and stairways. 9

If there is ground for this ruling, proper salesmanship would have discovered it 
and convinced all public officials concerned years ago.

If there are no grounds for their arbitrary exclusion of all other species, proper 
- desmanship by those interested in adversely affected species would have demolished 
the fireproof redwood theory before this.

Another engineer in charge of publie works discovered dry rot in Douglas tir 
joists in his residence, due to faulty construction. Since that date no Douglas fir joists 
arc accepted in ground floor work under his supervision.

MINING TIMBERS.

Douglas tir is the only wood imported to Australia for use in mining operations.
Imported woods for mining purposes are used chiefly in South Australia, where 

they arc imported through Port Pirie for the Broken Mill mines, and in Western 
Australia, where importations are. made through Kreemantle for ('oolgardie and Kal- 
goorlie gold fields.

The Queensland mining districts, which are growing in importance, also those ot 
Tasmania, depend chiefly on native timbers excepting where light and very strong 
timbers are required. The prospects are that tin* use of Douglas tir will increase in 
mining operations in Queensland.

One of the earliest uses of Douglas tir in Australia was in the gold mining dis
tricts of Ballarat and Bendigo. The production from these camps has greatly decreased, 
native timber still supplies a great proportion of their requirements and the consump
tion of fir is now of little importance.

Fir has, however, given great instances of durability in the Bendigo and Ballarat 
mines, holding place for twenty years and more.

Through Western Australia is a great timber exporting state, the mines of that 
state find it necessary to use Douglas fir because of tin* large sizes in which it cun be 
secured, and because of its light weight in comparison with the native hardwoods, a 
factor of great importance both in the railroad freight to the interior, the wagon haul 
from the railroad to the mine and the working of the timber and the placing of it in 
the mine. The native hardwoods average 360 board feet to the ton weight and Douglas 
tir averages 800 feet.

A few hundred thousand feet of Douglas fir are used annually in mining operations 
in Western Australia, chiefly in the form of 9-inch by 9-inch for timbers, shaft and 
gallery sets. It is considered durable for this use.

The mines buy their requirements as needed through brokers or dealers at Perth.
Broken Hill is the chief user of mining timber in Australia. The mines, which 

use 18 to 20 board feet for every ton of ore raised have had 28 years experience of 
Douglas fir and it now constitutes 90 per cent of the timber used. About 18 to 20 
million feet of Douglas tir are imported to the mines yearly.
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It is used above gmuud for extensive headworks, ore bins, stamp mills and build
ings. Buildings, ore bin-, headworks up over twenty-five years in the hot desiccating 
climate of Broken Hill are sound.

The greater part of the timber is used underground where it i> exposed to terrifie 
pressure for three to six months then buried. Douglas tir is preferred for such use to 
all the imported timbers yet tried, and to native hardwoods for the reason that it i- 
eheaper to handle and bends and gives warning before breaking.

A fair proportion of the Douglas tir mining timbers are used in sets in shafts and 
drives used ten to twenty-five years. It is estimated to give an average life in such 
s:tuation8 of fifteen to twenty years. Douglas tir (i-ineh by lH-ineli square sets put in 
twenty years ago are still sound. The moisture content of the atmosphere, averaging 
about 100 per cent, is stable and subject to variations.

Timber used above ground is placed on concrete footings.
Mining timbers for Broken Mill, known as Port Pirie cargoes, have, so improved 

in grade owing to competition amongst exporters that the cargoes now being received, 
though -till described as mining grade, are for the most part equal to merchantable. 
The grade higher than demanded, is sold at. mining grade prices and put to mining 
uses. Much good select and clear goes underground for props.

The usual specification for Broken Hill is well known, 8-inch by 10-inch and bl
ind) by 10-inch by 12 feet, 14 feet, 10 foot, 18 feet and 20 feet. This timber is pur 
chased in cargo lots only, discharged at Port Pirie and railroaded several hundred 
miles to the mines, where it is cut to shape. Large stocks are carried at Port Pirie and 
fair stocks at the mines.

Very little merchantable is specified; sufficient merchantable comes in the mining 
grade. Such merchantable as is specified is 20 inches by 20 inches ami over in long 
lengths, sizes not imported in mining lengths.

The average annual purchases of the Broken Hill mine does not show any sign of 
increase and must soon decrease seriously. The life of the field is estimated at less 
than twenty years.

The position of Douglas fir in this field is strong. The comparative costs of timber 
from the various possible sources are:—

Douglas fli.................................................................................................... $3<) 2n perM. ft. B.M
Queensland timber..................................................................................... 37 44 “
Tasmanian stringyburk........................................................................... 47 52

A substantial ino»vnso in the f.n.s. price of Douglas lir would decrease the amount 
used. «

It is interesting to compare the use of Douglas tir for mining purposes at Broken
Hill and on the Band in South Africa, two climatically similar regions. The Aus
tralian Kucalypt- are not used to any extent at Broken Hill. Douglas tir being adopted, 
all factors considered, ns the most suitable timber. On the Band, on the other hand, 
pitchpine and Australian Kucalypts art1 used to a greater extent than Douglas fir. the 
latter not being considered sufficiently strong or durable. One species of Kucalypt 
fK. viminalis). although a native of South Australia and not used to any extent in the 
mines of that state, has in some way become favourably known to mining engineers in 
Africa, and is extensively grown in plantations for the supply of timbers to the mines.

Broken Hill mining men have in some way fallen victims to the idea that all 
Canadian Douglas fir is heavier than the United States Douglas tir. so much heavier 
that the extra freight on the Canadian Douglas fir. from Port Pirie to Broken Hill, is 
a serious item of expense. It is claimed by purchasing agents for the mines that 
United State's Douglas fir averages 720 hoard feet to the long ton of 2,240 pounds and 
that Canadian Douglas fir is appreciably heavier.

This theory has resulted in absolutely barring all Canadian quotations on the last 
150,000,000 feet of Douglas fir purchased for Broken Hill.
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It should be |i«issihlv to demonstrate to tlu* purchasing agents for the mines that 
grade for grade ('anadian timber does not average heavier than that from the United 
States. Tests should he made and the results conveyed to Broken Hill purchasers in a 
convincing manner.

VL BL1U WORKS.

The use of imported timbers i> proportionately less in Australia for public works 
than in other countries depending largely on outside timber supplies.

Douglas tir is the only imported wood used in the form of timbers for irrigation 
works, falsework, trestles and like heavy construction.

I p to the present, Australia has depended upon native woods tor heavy timber 
construction. I*'specially around harbour and seaport works, native timbers, because of 
their great decay and lower resistant powers, are used exclusively.

Native* timbers have* been use-el exclusively for the greater part of the railway 
construction undertaken up to elate*. Most of the* railway lines in Australia hitherto 
e'onstrueted have traversed or started! from native* forest areas from which could be 
secured excellent hewn timber.

The use of Douglas tir for heavy eonstrue-tion will not reach such preventions as 
the* use of Douglas tir for building purposes. Nevertheless, a more increased demand 
i> to be cxpecteel. Heavy e*onstrue*tion in cities now relies chiefly upon Douglas fir. 
because* of its cheapness, lightness ami ease in working, even for those lengths and 
dimensions in whiedi native hard woe ids could be secured. Railroad e'onstruction is now 
being pushed further into tre*ele*ss regions, where the light weight of Douglas fir again 
favours its use*. The building of irrigation projects involving dam and canal con
struction is dependent chiefly upon Douglas tir.

The outlook is for a wider use* e»f Douglas fir timbers.
The grnitcr part of the* timbers used are* tor temporary purposes. Hemlock would 

prove* as suitable* as Douglas fir.
jeUNKHY.

The joinery trade which e*ove*rs the* manufacture from rough timber of all finished 
gooels used for building purposes, such as sash, doors, architraves, stair and porch 
fittings, and either planing mill products is almost altogether in the hands of the mer
chants who import and carry stocks at the e*hie*f ports. I lu* mendiants at the ports 
manufacture much <>f this class e»f material used by the population in the* interior.

The* joinery trade is almost entirely de*pe*nele*nt upon impeirted woeiels. I he* tew 
Australian woeiels suitable* for the* trade* have* be*e*ome* so rare* anel valuable that the*y 
r.ro he*yonel the re*ach of the* ordinary purediase*r.

In the* e*arly elays of the Douglas fir import trade* in Australia the wood was e*on- 
side*re*el distinctly unsuitable for dressing eir working up into any manufae*turcd or 
finishes! form. Seanelinavian ele*als both re*el (pine) anel white (spruce) were* the* stan
dard raw material use*el in wen id we irking shops.

Even yet the* use of Douglas fir is in the* elevedopment stage*. Its proportionate use* 
in compe'tition with Seanelinavian ele*als varie*s in every city. It is least in breemantle 
and Perth where* the* competition of deals is ke*e*ne*st, it inere*ases to the* e*ast in Aeledaieli* 
anel Melbourne* and re*aedie*s its highest proportion in Sydne'.v where* Douglas fir con
stitutes forty to fifty pe*r <*e*nt of the* planing mill stock use*el.

In the same* teiwn the- attitude* of individual manufae*ture towards Douglas fir 
varies greatly.

The* situation elcmands attention by Douglas fir manufacturers. If a few of the 
more aelventurous and progressive manufacturers, formerly dependent on Scandinavian 
de*als. of which 8—10,000,000 fe e t are* imported annually for joinery, experiment with 
Douglas fir and find that they can select. <*hiefly from their merchantable yard stocks, 
a grade* of Deiuglas fir which it is to their aelvantage* to use* in their business in propor
tions as high as forty to fifty |ie*r cent, there is manifestly a possibility by salesmanlike 
methods, of hastening the conversion of the rank and file* of manufae-turers from Scan- 
dinavian deals to Douglas fir.
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An fini vifw of third grade 3 in. \ It in. Swedish red deals, used largely in Australia, Africa and 
the United Kingdom for building and joiner.

All Scandinavian and Russian timber is branded in this manner.
Many deals are waney covered and nearly all contain heart.
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WOODS l’SED FOR SHELVING.

Shelving, which was at one time wholly imported dressed, is now dressed in the 
local planing mills from rough lumber.

Western soft pine and redwood which were used to a great extent are now, on 
account of price, being displaced by Douglas fir and western spruce.

The retail prices of the imported shelving used is given below : -
Price Melbourne,

Specie», 1" x 12" June. 1914.
White pine......................................................................................per M. $96 00
Western soft pine.......................................................................... “ 90 00
Redwood........................................................................................... “ 76 80
I >ouglas fir...................................................................................... “ t»5 20
Spruce........................................................................................................................... “ 50 00

In Sydney native woods are used to a great extent all of which cost $lo to $20 per 
(housand feet more than spruce or Douglas fir.

There is likely to he a continuous increase in the use of Douglas fir and spruce 
shelving.

It would he to the advantage of Canadian export trade it British Columbia pro
ducers of western soft pine would come to arrangements with Canadian exporters for 
the sending of parcel shipment» of western soft pine shelving and clear grades to 
Australia. As good prices can be obtained for export to Australia as can be secured 
in any other market, and Canada's ability to supply this material would assist ( an- 
adian exporters in making up mixed cargoes and supplying all the needs of the Austra
lian purchaser.

There is also a possibility of working out a grade, say, of fine grained yellow fir. 
of a high degree of suitability for joinery stock, for which a higher price could be 
secured.

The mouldings, architraves, skirtings, cornices, railings, facias, sash and frame 
materials used in building operations in Australia are practically all made in the 
country from imported lumber. Swedish deals were first used and still are most 
common in Perth and Adelaide. Redwood now controls the market in Melbourne and 
Sydney. Douglas fir is being used in an amount less than 5 per cent of the total in 
Melbourne and probably one-tenth of the total in Sydney since the war.

Redwood, however, is used for all classes of mouldings and Douglas fir for only a 
comparatively limited number of lines.

The possibilities for increasing the use of Douglas fir in mouldings are enormous. 
With an increase in the use of this wood in moulding will go an increase in doors and 
three-ply panels.

The chief obstacle in the way at present is the fact that, although Douglas fir 
moulding stock goes to planing mill $12 to $15 cheaper than redwood, both an- sold 
in nearly all cases at exactly the same price. The Australian manufacturers see no 
advantage in letting the public have the benefit of the cheaper wood.

Co-operation between the producers of Douglas fir and varnish and stain dis
tributors or manufacturers in Australia to demonstrate the best methods of treating 
Douglas fir would lead to an increased demand for interior trim from the public and 
from architects.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF REDWOOD.

Redwood is used annually to the extent of about 20,000,0(H) feet for joinery, and 
western yellow pine to the extent of two or three million.

Redwood possesses the great advantage of being available in great widths, of 
being absolutely clear and of being easy to work. It possesses the serious disadvan
tages of being so soft as to be easily damaged, presenting invariably a depressing 
sombre finish, and of being more costly than Douglas fir.
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In January. 101T». tin' price of one inch dear redwood wns $fis.4U per thousand 
fci‘t mid tlic price id’ oiio inch clear Douglas fir, the price id" which had already been 
>hown to he unduly swelled by the exorbitant distribution profits was $5s.su.

Nevertheless, the Use of redwood for joinery and interior trim exceeds the use of 
Douglas fir. Furthermore, though faced in their competition against Douglas fir with 
the handicap enumerated, the redwood exporters have found it advisable to maintain 
in Australia an expert demonstrator and student of lumber uses who will show builders 
and architects how redwood may be varnished and stained so as to imitate the effects 
of Douglas fir, and every way consistent with good salesmanship induce a greater use 
of redwood.

Ou the other hand, Douglas fir, which possesses many advantages over redwood, 
noticeably those of cheapness, resistance to injury and variety of effects possible, is 
receiving no expert assistance.

Although redwood is $15 to $17 higher in c.i.f. price than Douglas fir. and is about 
$10 higher in retail price for rough lumber, the cost of the two woods is the same to the 
buyer of interior trim, such as skirtings, panels, architraves. Again the distributor 
absorbs the profit and with no advantage to the producer, the man making the sacrifice, 
deprives Douglas fir of its chief value in the Australian market, its cheapness.

ok monstration or tin hi utiks of hoi < a. as fiii.

A rapid increase in the use of Douglas fir could he induced by just such expert 
demonstration. Such prejudices as remain against its machining qualities could be 
overcome or reduced by demonstrating that knives set for redwood must be put in a 
different condition for Douglas fir. Those architects who are seeking relief from the 
dead brown effects common to redwood interiors could he shown how the many finishes 
possible to Douglas fir may be produced. Architects who examined the finished doors 
sent out by the British Colombia Forest Branch had previously refused to believe that 
such striking and attractive results were possible with the wood.

A great extension in the use of Douglas fir for joinery is possible if house builders 
are made aware of the beauties of the wood for interior finish. This increased trade 
may he secured quite as easily if the exporting p. ice of .the article is increased as if it 
remained at its present level and a grade of lumber for interior finish and joinery is 
developed. The best results are not possible so long as the Australian manufacturer 
depends largely on picking his factory stock for interior finish from merchantable 
shipments.

WOOD USING INDUSTRIES.

l in- wood-using industries of Australia, aside from box factories and the planing 
mills discussed above, are not important. There is a probability that they will increase 
with the growth of the country and with the increasing tendency of Australia to manu
facture her needs within her own borders.

The estimated consumption of timber in the wood-using industries of the 
continent (aside from box factories) is 40 million feet. Only about seven million feet 
of this is Douglas fir.

The chief industries using rough Douglas fir are railway shops or car-building 
plants, wood pipe factories and mattress factories. Small quantities of the timber are 
used in many other industries.

Strange anomalies exist in the use of Douglas fir in the manufacture of railway 
passenger and freight cars. In Western Australia, a state possessing large quantities 
of hardwoods of species exported to England for car construction timber, Douglas th
is used for freight truck sides and decking. In the hot, dry climate of West Australia, 
equal to that of South Africa, where Douglas fir is refused in favour of the more 
expensive pitchpine, Douglas fir has given fifteen years* satisfactory service in the 
decking sides and ends of open coal and other tucks. Throughout the other states,
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wluTu on account ot thr greater scarcity ami greater cost <>l hardwood timhrithu usv 
of Douglas fir might be expected to hr iiiorr general for freight trucks, it is used not at 
all or in limited quantities.

unuatNMKM RAILWAY Kl.i/1 IRK M KM >.

Tlie Government railways of nearly all the States use Douglas fir for cant rails, 
passenger ear stringers and sills, upper and lower longitudinals and for running hoards. 
In such positions it is stated hy the engineers to give very satisfactory service, one rail
road giving it an average life of thirty years. 1 his is quite contrary to the attitude of 
railway officials in South Africa and other portions of the Empire, where Douglas fir 
is considered untit for railway carriage construction.

Even in Australia the use of Douglas fir for railway work is not uniform. 
Although in every other state it is used for car construction the New South Wales 
railways yet admit it for rough construction only.

Swedish deals are still favoured and he fore the war were used to the extent ot 
several million feet yearly in ear shops for truck sides, rooting and flooring, uses where 
Douglas fir would he cheaper and more wear-resistant.

Practice in purchasing Douglas fir varies amongst the various railways. Some 
purchasing departments import clear stock, others select from stocks of merchantable 
field by merchants. Instances were noted where sills and cant rails to 00 feet long 
were sawn from merchantable stock. This van only be the ease where the manufacturer 
has exported a valuable grade of timber for much less than it is worth or where the 
user, in accepting merchantable is using a grade lor purposes for which it was never 
intended, a policy which docs not give the timber a fair trial.

A little pitch pine is still used in Australian railways for purposes for which 
specially selected Douglas fir would suffice.

The pitch pine used in railway ear building cost in normal times $.>.* to $7.> per 
thousand feet. During the war the price has gone to $125 per thousand. 1 lint a million 
4»r more pitch pine should he used in railway workshops annually at these prices when 
Douglas fir at a fraction id* the price would serve is one of the many illustrations ot 
the necessity for more salesmanship in marketing Douglas fir.

An indication uf the failure of the Douglas tir exporters to secure a price repre
senting the value of their product exists in the ease of the Victoria State railways, 
which pay only $44 per thousand feet for a grade ot Douglas fir tit for car stringers 
and cant rails, uses requiring close grained select and clear sticks 0 inches by 20 inches 
by |o feet-00 feet, ami pay at the >ame time $05 per thousand for pitch pine boards 
1 inch by 12 inches in lengths, suitable for running boards and stepping.

The use of Douglas fir in railway shops is limited chiefly by the desire to use 
native timbers. Native timbers possess many valuable qualities but are difficult to 
secure thoroughly seasoned in the necessary sizes and quantities and are difficult to 
work. Douglas tir is cheaper. The railway officials endeavour constantly to use native 
woods. Unless the seasoning of native timbers is greatly improved, Douglas tir will 
win out in the long run for many purposes, even if the price should be increased, par
ticularly if a well selected grade adapted to manufacturing purposes is constantly sup
plied.

Douglas fir is used to a limited extent in furniture, mattress and piano factories 
for framing purposes. The consumption is very small but by diligent selling might be 
increased because of its cheapness, freedom from defects and ease of working.

All wood pipes used in Australia for irrigation, municipal, mining and other water 
supplies are of Douglas fir. Clear rough hoards chiefly 1 f-ineli by 4-inches are imported 
Canadian shipments are the last received up to the present. I he consumption has 
been up to 2,500.000 per year.

Large quantities of manufactured wooden goods, bridge sections, tent poles, 
handles, vehicles, eases, furnishings were required to equip the Australian troops. 
Douglas fir and Pacific const spruce, the cheapest, lightest, most easily worked timbers
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available in any needed sizes, were used, but were gradually <-limiuated in favour of 
loeal species. No substitute could be found however for Douglas fir for portable budg
ing sections.

The wood-working industries of Australia are in their early development. The 
propor uses and treatment of the great variety of native timbers has in few cases 
reached its final development. Nevertheless, Douglas fir and spruce will assume much 
greater importance than heretofore and opportunities exist even now for enlisting 
their sale and use.

DRE88EI) LUMBER.

The dressing and seasoning of native woods being difficult, the whole of Aus
tralian requirements of dressed boards were for long imported. Even now, with a duty 
of $9.00 per thousond on all dressed lumber, a very great proportion of the flooring, 
ceiling, lining, partition stock and weather boarding required are imported.

In spite of constantly increasing duties, imposed in order to foster the use of 
native woods and to restrict inqiorts to rough lumber only the qunntity of dressed 
lumber has grown rapidly, as shown in the subjoined tables:—

, , ! „
Quantity <>f (lrv88t‘<! rerevnt

IuuiIm-i' imported inen aw out 
In i M Ft. It. M. 1908.

p. e.
V.m.........  24,764,000
1908 ................. .......................... 48,906,000 82.'.
1913 82,471,000 283

The increasing consumption of this class of imports, in spite of growing tariff 
barriers, to the point where as at present it is equal to one-quarter the volume and 
one-third tht* i value of the i " * r imports, renders it a class of trade well worthy
the attention of Canadian shippers.

The following table shows the amount and origin of the importations in 1913, 
when the duty was $7.20 per thousand feet:—

Importation of Dressed Lumber into Australia, 1913.

< 'nmitrifs nf < Irigin

S wed i -a ...............
I nit. .1 States 
I.
Netherlands..................
Other British Possessions 
United Kingdom . . 
Other Foreign.

The Scandinavian countries, which do tin* greatest export trade in dressed lumber 
of all countries in the world, initiated the Australian trade, and during its develop
ment have improved their i>osition.

Canada has rarely entered the trade and the position of the United States has 
weakened in ten years.

itv in Fr 
B.M.

Ft.

«3,737
9.46«
«,771
3,637
1.620

82,171,446

414^80
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Propoition of Australian Dressed
lin|Mirts Supplied.

Country of Origin.
1003 1008 1013

p. V. p. c. p. c.
Norway 71 70 08
Sweden................................................................................................. lii 17 •28
United States .............................. .............. 12 3

THK K.XAMPLM OP SCANDINAVIANS.

The achievements of Norway and Sweden in this particular bear a mural, par-
ticularly for Eastern Canada and possibly for Western Canada. Norway, because ot 
diminishing forest resources, first developed the practice of exporting her lumber in 
the most highly manufactured form. Norway had built up a large trade in dressed 
lumber, while Sweden was still confining her efforts to selling rough lumber, llecent 
years have brought to Sweden the fear of over-cutting her forest resources and the 
necessity of building up exports, not so much by increasing the volume as by adding 
more labour and increasing the value. Sweden has consequently caught up on Nor
way, increasing her proportion from 15 per cent, in 1903, to 28 per cent of the total 
in 1913.

These two countries, with inferior forest resources, by concentration on manu
facturing methods have captured the dressed lumber trade, not only of Australia, but 
of Africa and South America. Meanwhile ( ’anada has continued to export rough 
lumber only.

The timber from which Norwegian and Swedish dressed lumber is made is white 
spruce. (Pin'd excehe) and a red pine (Pinus sylvestris). About ninety per cent of 
the Australian imports are white spruce.

The trees from which the lumber is cut are small, barely large enough to produce a 
3-inch by 9-inch deal. The boards are full of tight knots, and none are free from sap.

The manufacture and grading are excellent. The lumber is all cut so as to be full 
size after six months air drying. There are no manufacturing defects, and the method 
of dressing in machines with fixed knives produces a smooth waxy finish.

All Scandinavian dressed stuff is very carefully graded. Each manufacturer has 
an individual brand for each grade, and while manufacturers differ a little in the 
standard of grading, each adheres to his own standard with such remarkable con
sistency through long periods of years that the goods are sold on brand alone. Certain 
favoured brands command a premium in price. The brands are s ta nipped on each of 
every board with a gelatine hammer. The boards are tied with lath yarn in bundles of 
six or eight, each bundle containing one length only.

In normal times dressed timber is imported from Scandinavian mills, often 
through London agents, both in parcel lots or in the frequent Scandinavian or German 
mail and freight steamer lines, and in cargoes. Large stocks are carried by many 
Australian merchants, some stocks amounting to 10 to 12 million lineal feet.

These factors, the familiarity of Australians with the timber from the earliest 
days, its excellent manufacture, perfectly standardize grading, its lightness and ease 
of working, and the ease with which small quantities, all absolutely true to grade, may 
be bought, have enabled Scandinavian dressed spruce and pine flooring, ceiling, lining 
and weatherboarding to monopolize the market.

A certain amount of native dressed timber is used, particularly in the markets 
most accessible from West Australia and Tasmania. The dressing of Victorian, 
Queensland, New South Wales and New Zealand hardwoods, for flooring particularly, 
has increased in proportion around Melbourne and Sydney. A few dry kilns have been
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started to prepare native woods, and in Melbourne a state dry kiln is operated where 
flooring is dried or machined. The Quantity of native woods dressed has increased 
during the war.

Nevertheless imported softwoods dominate the market. The proportion in which 
dressed lumber is imported to the various states is shown in the following table:

Iinporfulion of Jhcsftcd Lutnhvr lu lliv rarious tilatvs in /.'*/•».

Proportion
State Importing. Duantitx I t.

It. M.
Per < 'eut of 

Total.
of rough lumber 

imports taken
by this State.

\ ictona ............................................................ 43.010.000 53 20
New South Wales ........................ 22, 404,000 20 17
South Australia................. . . 11,8:12,1101) It 23
West Australia....................................................... 3,002, (l! Hi 4 ;;
Tasmania.......................................... . 1.202,000 n
< Queensland 2,IN Ml
X. IV IVvrit h y I.MIO

Total 82,470,300

Imported spruce», thick with tight knots, forms the most important flooring, not 
only for workmen's cottages, in which it is the universal flooring, but also for a very 
large proportion of better class houses ami public buildings.

Imported joint or beaded spruce lining and ceiling i- the most common lining, 
(foiling and partition stock in nearly all buildings. Similarly, spruce weatherboarding 
is used to a great extent throughout the country in competition with native woods.

Particularly in the growing important trade of the interior of the continent, when 
rail freight is an important factor, dressed spruce lumber is used in yearly increasing 
quantities.

Dressed spruce, because of il- convenience. ha> been used to an important degree 
in building railway carriages, and as the common lumber for rough sheathing when 
temporary fences, partitions or walls are built. This i> particularly the ease in all cities 
excepting Sydney: in Sydiic.x Douglas Hr is displacing dressed -prime for such pur-

ll,i iOBIXus.

The competition to be met in the Australian market by Canadian flooring i- indi
cated by the following statement of prices ruling in the Sydney m January, 1015 
(before the war's effects were felt) for the chief species and sizes in use:—

New Zealand rinm 

New Zealand kauri

Australian hardwood 

Douglas Hr . .

Baltic white

Finished size t > Retail Price pri
mv,r W Feet P.

8 ets
4 x 4 57 on
0 \ 4 fiO *••
1 x l si ou
0 x i 70 20
0 X 1» OS 40
r.A x i fit; 4o
6J X 1 57 tin
3 '. x ; 67 II 1
4 x 4 «2 40
si » 2 57 on
4 x 4 0) 80
0x4 02 40
0 x V 64 oo
« X 11 os on

1
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All tluorings an- in random lengths of ten to twenty feet and where large quan
tities of any special length are required an extra charge of $4.NO per thousand is made.

The various Australian and New Zealand hardwoods when well manufactured and 
seasoned should furnish the best available class of floors.

The use of floor coverings is so general in Australia, and the •public D su wedded 
to softwood floors, that, taking the whole country into consideration, Baltic is by far the 
most common flooring.

The wider sizes of flooring are preferred, owing to their cheapness in laying.
The Douglas fir used is nearly all run in Australia, chiefly from imported strips in 

Sydney and from locally sawn strips in other ports. The Australian manufactured fir 
is inferior in quality to the Canadian manufactured, the work is rougher, the timber 
is nr A properly selected or dried and flat and edge grained are frequently mixed indis- 
criminatingly. It cannot In- considered that Douglas fir flooring has yet been properly 
marketed in Australia. The importation of Douglas fir flooring is stated to have 
declined during the past few years.

The flooring trade in Australia is very important in volume and value and there 
are two possibilities for Canadian manufacturers. The chief competition to he met 
is »i-inch by 2-inch and 6-inch by j(-ineh white Baltic, a full <1 inches in width without 
the tongue. Douglas fir manufacturers may find it unprofitable to manufacture floor
ing for export in the exact sizes in which Baltic is used in Australia. Nevertheless 
the trade is worth securing and can best be secured by meeting every desire of the con
sumer. A wide, well machined flooring, even if containing lew or many small tight 
knots, can be sold in Australia if landed at a price which would enable the dealer to 
retail at a little less than the price of Baltic.

A soft white flooring is the most popular. Spruce flooring with many tight knots 
m preferred to clear Douglas fir. An excellent opportunity exists for Canadian manu
facturers possessing spruce, balsam or possibly hemlock logs, to manufacture such a 
flooring, as near the exact Baltic specifications as possible.

The mail and cargo steamers sailing regularly to Australian ports afford an excel
lent opportunity of forwarding parcel shipments. The almost inevitable higher price 
of Scandinavian white flooring during the next few years because of the greater timber 
demand in Kuropc points to the present as an excellent period for developing the trade.

At times of normal freight rates spruce, balsam, hemlock, and Douglas fir flooring, 
delivered alongside vessel at Canadian ports, in sizes 6 inches by 2 inches by 8 feet to 
20 feet, random, odd and even lengths, at $25 per thousand feet S-ineh charged as 1 
inch, should find a ready entry to the Australian market. A 5-inch or 5Cinch width, at 
slight lower price, would he acceptable.

Provided suitable shipping facilities exist, the spruce manufacturers of Eastern 
Canada who occasionally send rough deals to Australia should be able to make excel
lent headway in this flooring trade.

LINIMi AMI CHII.IXO.

Hen-, again, a comparison of existing prices shows an opportunity for Canadian 
trade extension :—

lb-tail price, Svdnev.
Finished Si <»• 1 h r) •human , P.M5, per

M. feet, H. M

$ CtK.
Haiti'1 Wliitv i"""................... liai il iot toil. \ ..!.( V. 'ir it, x jj*. 82 4o

T A <i . V i r :tit tin
Bead. 1 or (* V «;• V. . its 40

4S oni;- r. M no
Now Zralaml T <; or 1 leaded i;v its 40

tr V. (Ml (Kl
1 loiiglas tir :U :$« r.o

.............. V. :tr. (hi
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The prices quoted are for random, odd and even lengths 8 inches to 20 inches long. 
An extra charge of $4.80 per thousand feet is made for specified lengths and of an 
additional $4.80 for partition stock double dressed.

The widths and thickness stated are full.
Australian and New Zealand woods are used for lining only to a limited propor

tion of the total, and chiefly in Tasmania, West Australia. Sydney and Brisbane. 
Elsewhere the use of Swedish is universal.

The Douglas fir linings used are run in Australia from imported boards, and, 
considering the off sizes and the general lower quality of the machine work, offer but 
little inducement for the user.

Considering that the Douglas fir linings sold in the SVinch by &-inch size at 
prices to compete with the Baltic are made in Australia, in quantities which do not 
give an opportunity for reducing manufacturing costs, from boards imported under a 
duty of *vlo per thousand, that full-Mzcd stock is imported, with consequent loss in 
duty and freight, whereas the ready manufactured linings could be imported at a duty 
of $9.(10, it appears that there can be no reason for not adopting the cheaper course 
and exporting from Canada the ready manufactured stock by the convenient regular 
mail and freight steamer. The more nearly this stock can be produced to approximate 
the most used sizes of Baltic ti-inch by g-inch, A-ineh and (j-iuch, the more likely are 
tlie prospecets of trade.

The prospects for supplying Australia with her important requirements of dressed 
linings will be greater if there can Ik- developed either on the Atlantic or Pacific 
coast a supply of -pruee or balsam logs in conjunction with a mill specializing on the 
Australian n qtiiremeiits of drived lumber. Clear lumber is not neees^iry and would 
not he appreciated. It is essential that knots should be sound, tight and smooth 
dressed. Hemlock with these qualities would be acceptable.

w i:vmi:imo\imi no.

Weatherboarding is used on many workmen's cottages in Australia. The quanti
fie- imported annually are large in spite of the greater use of native hardwoods fur this 
purpose than for linings and floorings.

The competition to be met in the supply of weatherboarding is indicated here
under .

Full Finished Size

lialtu.................................. ........................... 7" bevelled, 4 out of 2{." v V chamfered
Hardwood ........................ ................ 7“ U-nded or chamfered dres-ed.............
Kauri I'rehM- t rustic .........
Ill nights Hr.....................................................  *>* and 10* bevelled ...... .................

................................................ un l 10' .. ....................

Retail price. Sydney, 
Jan. ltllfi, per M 
superhend feet.

8 et*.
<it 14 

to 
70 so
i;o oo 
4>J 40

Weatherboards in use in Australia are made in various patterns but the best pros
pects for exporting I•<nights tir and spruee from Canada will be a plain bevelled board, 
-,piurc edged, eut two out of lj-ineli b.v 7-inch, 8-ineh nr 10-inch. The most important 
competition to he met is that of Baltic, selling in normal times at about $00 per 
thousand.

The shelving imports of Australia have declined in recent years. The must im
portant source i- now New Zealand, with the United States second. The species im
ported and the retailed prices indicate Canadian chances for competition :—

13074—4
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White pine 
White pine. 
Western suit pille 
Wes'ern soft pille 
Ke< I wood
Redwood............
I >Ollglll8 tir. . 
Rongliw fir

Size.

1 X

Melbourne 
•lime, 1014. 

M Ft It M

12

8 et».

«Ni MO
14 102 oo
12 <10 00
14 «.III (NI
12 7»; 80
14 70 su
12 55 20
14 57 00

Dougins tir because of its cheapness is increasing in use. Western spruce anti hem
lock both have been used and are likely to become more popular.

IIRKSSKI) SIIKLVINt;.
A certain amount of dressed shelving is imported with dressed goods. The duty 

on dressed boards $!U50 per thousand as compared with $8.40 on rough boards is not 
sufficient to make it profitable to dress lumber in Australia. That most of the shelving 
is not dressed in Australia is due to the fact that the Australian merchant can buy 
large clear planks and flitches subject to a lower rate of duty at about the same price 
per thousand as the much less valuable smaller sizes.

Hemlock is growing in favour in Australia under the name of Alaska Shelving. 
Spruce is also shipped shipped under this name.

The usual specification is mu-half in 12-inch, one-quarter in 14-inch and the 
balance in Hi-inch and 1 ''-inch widths, dressed to 10 Hi-inch and so invoiced.

Western soft pine shelving is also imported to a certain extent dressed from 1-inch 
stock both sides and both edges, 8-inch and up in width, not over 10 per cent under 
12-inch.

Dressed "helving imported is bought largely on brand. A popular brand gold at 
$o0 per thousand feet f.o.b. New York before the war.

The exports of dressed lumber from the I'nited States to Australia are chiefly 
slid ving.

The exports of dressed products to Australia has been unjustifiably neglected. The 
Swedish and Norwegian merchants who are handicapped by high priced stumpage of 
an inferior grade, and who possess no advantages in transportation have developed an 
increasing trade now worth $8,000,000 yearly. Canadians by starting with parcel ship
ment" have here an unrivalled trade opening which with the return of normal freight 
rates may be developed.

I.OOS.
I he low duty on round or squared logs, 5 per cent ad valorem, has encouraged in

creasing imports. This trade first reached any importance in 1007. The growth of tin- 
trade has been :—

Vtar Quantity.
1!H,:*.......................................................................................................................................... 213.000
1904.................................................................................   522.000
ISO.*,.....................  177.000
190IÎ.......................................................................................................................................... 1.134.000
19«»7.......................................................................................................................................... 12.4.12.000
HJOX......................................................................................................................................... II’,..1X2.000
1 !•<»!•. • ........................ . .......................................................................... .... . 11.330.000
1010......................................................................  21,667,000
101J.......................................................................................................................................... 29.902,000
1912 ......................................................................................................................................... IX,902,000
1913 .......................................................................................................................................... 23.43S.000
191 1   10.433.000
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Tin» source* of the imports and the average value of the lumber arc in the following 
table:—

Imports of Logs to Australia, 1013.

Origin. (Quality Feet R.M. Average Value |s r M.

14.423,000
$ ct*.

20 45
Russia...................... . ............................ 8, MS, <100 30 05
New Zealaml 105,000 24 02
Other Countries ..................................... 20,800 47 an

SOFTWOODS FROM JAPAN AND Rl NSlA.

The important imports are those of softwoods, coining wholly from Japan am! 
Russia. In 11108 two-fifths of the imports were from Russia, the trade has recently 
turned to Japanese sources.

The timber imported is a soft pine, weaker than and somewhat similar to, inferior 
second growth white pine. The logs are 12 inches to 30 inches square and 12 to 10 
feet long. The trees are evidently rather crooked. The logs are hewn with waney 
edges and contain many sound knots.

A large saw-mill was built near Melbourne with the object of building up an im
portant lumber trade based upon importing logs. The enterprise has not yet been suc
cessful. The quality of logs imported for this mill, chiefly from Russia, were round, 
unhewn and were superior in quality to those supplied from Japan.

Distribution of Logs imported into Australia.

State Im|*>rting. Feet B M. Per cent.

14,215.000 01
New South Wales........... 0,217,000 3t
South Australia . 2.000
Western Australia 1,000
Oueensland............... 000
Tasmania............. 000

Total... 23,430,800

The chief use of imported logs at the present time is for the manufacture of boxes 
and rough crating. The high tariff on box shooks has led several important Imix users 
to instal saw-mills for the manufacture of boxes and eases from imported logs.

It does not appear that Japanese logs, now the chief log imports to Australia, will 
be used in any quantity for lumber; the quality is too low to compete with Pacific 
coast woods ami the cost of the lumber too great. The price of the logs e.i.f. Sydney 
was in normal times about $20 per thousand feet on a measurement producing about 
12 per cent over run.

The supply of timber in Russia and Japan from which logs may be drawn is large. 
The importation at the present is chiefly in the hands of one Australian company who 
are agents for a strong Japanese exporting company.

A quantity of the logs imported are oak and ash from Japan to be sawn for the 
furniture and like industries.

13074—
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TIh» possibility of importing square or waney logs from the Douglas fir region is 
occasionally discussed in Australia. The chief reason that such a trade has not been 
developed is that logs would produce a grade of common lumber such as Australians 
have not been educated to use, and that Australians are now securing a high grade of 
merchantable at at least as low a price as any at which they could import logs, saw them 
and produce mixed common and merchantable lumber.

The cost of sawing in Australia is high. Breaking down 0-inch by 12-inch flitches 
into boards is charged at the rate of $0 to $S per thousand foot.

The hope has frequently been expressed on this side of the Pacific that Australians 
would import logs and thus relieve this market of a small proportion at least of the 
common produced by the export trade. The remedy does not lie in this direction. It 
lies in a combination of exporters such as will compel foreign purchasers to take a fixed 
proportion of sound common with the other grades, a proportion which could be as 
easily used in the building operations of Australia as in tin* building operations of 
Canada.

DOOR STOCK.

Almost all the doors used in Australia, until about eight years ago, were imported* 
Since that time a successful effort has been made by means of the tariff to confine 
Australian purchases of doors to the products of domestic factories.

There being practically no native timber in Australia suitable for the common 
grades of doors, the importation of undressed door stock cut to size has been encouraged 
by a lower tariff than that applying to other rough lumber of small dimensions.

The tariff on rough door stock was, until December, 111 14, $4.80 per thousand, and 
now is $7.20 per thousand. The tariff on dressed or partly dressed door stock is $14 
per thousand. All door stock is imported in the rough form.

Since the increasing of the duty the imports of door stock have grown rapidly:—

V.
Rough Door 

Stork Imported.
F.t-t. It M

1003...................................................... . ..................................... ................................. Norn*.
PMH 1,012,000
1013 6,027.i * Ml

Almost 
States. Tin

all tin- door stock imported 
* countries supplying the trad

to Australia is pure 
e in 1913 were:—

-based from the I nited

C mntry. Feet It M Total Value. Average
Value.

1’nited State* 4, SI 0,000 
.......... 21.VMM!

S ct*.

20*. 70* 
7,207 

100

43 40
33 Ml
33 Oil

Petal...................................................... .............. 5,028,000

No door stock was imported from Canada in 1914. There are indications that 
Russia will hereafter compete in this class of material. Almost <>00,000 feet were 
imported from Russia in 1914.
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The imported «1«m»r stock goes wholly to Sydney, Melbourne mid Adelaide. The 
distribution in litVI was :

State tjrantitv 
IV. t 11 M IN r Cent.

Victoria ...... ‘J, 64^,000 51
New South Wales 2.143,non 42
South Australia 311.Oon 7

I lie door factories in tlie other states rely upon using native woods or ripping up 
yard stock, chiefly Baltic.

Western soft and sugar pine were originally very popular for door stock. The 
increasing price of these wood* caused the trade to turn to redwood, which now con
stitutes tin- greater portion of the imports. The higher cost of redwood, its softness 
and the restricted range of treatments possible with it have in recent years led to a 
more extended use ot Douglas fir. The chief objection to the use of Douglas tir is 
that the belief exists that if costs more to work ; factory managers estimate that this 
extra cost is 10 to 15 cents per door. In spite of this extra labour cost Douglas tir 
doors can he manufactured more cheaply than any other on the market. They are 
also stronger, harder and preserve their appearance better. Though cheaper to pro
duce, they are sold at the same wholesale price as others. Douglas fir now constitutes 
less than 10 per cent of the doors manufactured in Australia. This use, which is 
growing, would grow even more rapidly if architects, builders and the private pur
chasers of doors and interior trim were better instructed regarding the effects to he 
obtained by the various finishes most suitable for Douglas fir.

Although the imports of door stock have been increasing, the manufacture of 
doors front ordinary lumber is also increasing. This is particularly true of Douglas 
tir doors, excellent material for which may be selected from merchantable cargoes.
I lie use of Douglas fir for doors is more common in Sydney than elsewhere.

Redwood door stock i- -old f.a.s. for $20 per thousand. The usual *peeitieation 
calls lor several sizes of door*, but the 2-foot by 8-inch by fi-foot by >-ineh by 1 Cinch 
door constitutes two-thirds of the total. The sizes imported for this door are :

No. of Pieevs.
Size of Pieces. Doors. Feet B.M.

2/8 x 6/8 x H"
Stiles. e 1|" x 4à" x 6'9" 2 7*5937
L. M.. là" x 4à" x 3'4i" 1 1*8984
H. M...................................................... . là" x 4J" x 174" 1 *9140
T H lé" x 4 4" x 2'8|" 1 1*5234
lé. AcB.lt ................................................. 4" x 9" x 2'84" 2 «*«937

Total feet.............................................................................................. 18*0232

At $20 per thousand, the material (excepting panels) costa on a île-shilling freight 
rate $47.84 per thousand feet, or >«$ cents per door. The manufactured doors sold in 
normal times for $0.72 each.

Although inquiries have been made for Douglas fir door stock, especially for the 
Sydney market, quotations have been difficult to secure. It should, to enter the mar
ket, sell at a little less than redwood. Any person desiring to enter this trade may 
secure inquiries through business firms whose names and addresses may be obtained 
from the Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Department of Trade and Commerce, 
( )ttawa.
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W'estera soft pine dour stock is also in demand and manu facturera in the interior 
,British ('oluinhia who can deliver this material f.a.s. \ aneonver at to $40 per 
thousand should have no difficulty in disposing of it. Clear stock is required free from 
pitch seams, bundled twenty pieces to the bundle, each length and size bundled separ
ately.

Door stuck is usually exported to Australia together with lumlier cargoes in quan
tities varying from JUhmi to over lon.ono feet. The regular cargo sailings from British 
( r an excellent opportunity of sending forward parcel shipments to Sydney
and Melbourne the two chief markets.

The greater part of the redwood and yellow pine doors are painted. Douglas fir 
doors also are frequently painted.

This treatment of the timber deprives Douglas fir of one ol its greatest advan
tages, its appearance. Selling it at the same price as redwood deprives it of its other 
advantage, its cheapness.

Painted doors and painted interiors militate against the use ot Douglas fir. Energy 
should be devoted to ‘mzing stained finishes in Australia.

BOX SHOOKS.

About feet of lumber is used annuall.v in Australia in the butter, fruit
and meat packing industries and in the distribution of manufactured and oil products. 
The eons in Sydney alone is :»o.i oti.oeo feet. The growth in the fruit and meat
industries is likely to be rapid and continuous.

Native woods are used to a limited extent only for box shooks. Even in West 
Australia and Tasmania where a fruit export trade is being built up and native woods
are ........hen pest and best in quality, imported wood is used for the greater proportion

< f the boxes. The Australian woods are too heavy, split in nailing, warp and being 
coloured, are not prepossessing in appearance and frequently stain the fruit.

There has been even up to the present time an expectation amongst the manufac
turer- on the Pacific coast that they will he able to develop ill Australia a valuable 
export market for shooks. The Australian policy i< however to cease importing ready 
manufactured shooks and to import rough lumber from which Australian box factories 
will make shooks.

« II \M.KS l\ TARIFF.

Successive alterations have lieen made in the tariff to accomplish this object. The 
tariff on shooks has risen as follows:—

War.
Ihitv on Dressed Shook* lier M

ft. B. M
1 >uty on Rough 

Shooks, per M ft.
B. M.

# els. $ et*.

P.NI2 ....................................... 7 20 a bo
P.IU8........................................................................ «1 00 B "o

(on sii|h i tirial measurement all dressed
1 U 1

ltlll............................................................................. 12 INI 9 BO
1911 ............................................... 11 40 12 oo

75305^

84

1169
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W itli such u scale of duties it is natural to find that importations comprise a very 
small ]iruportion, less than 7 per cent of the total. The importations in IP 1:1 were :—■

Imports of Box Shoal's into Australia in 1U1-J.

It out'll Shooks. 1 (reused Shooks.

Country of ( >rigin. —

Quantitv As. Value t »uantitv \ \ . \ llle
in feet \ alue. |« | Si n. Value. |-e|' M ft.
KM. II. M. IS. SI I', SI.

s 8 Cts. ! s •3 cts.

Sweden. ............ 2,024.000 ! 83,812 11 (0 IS, lit Ml 840 40 06
Norway 1,071», 000 43.«73 10 (11

1 Ol I.IIIMI 33.03s 33 17
Straits Settlements................. 222,000 5,1(12 21 oo 1.012
1 tlited States.. ..................... 7.070 311 53

v. 110,000 '..332 l( so 3.3(0 OS 20

Total. , 2,4V7,oi,o 130,435 1,378,000 50.023

1 he importations of rough shooks have been steadily deerea>ing. they wt •IV illlllllt

l.onn.' rn |vet in 1P12 and feet in 1 îM 1, every year showing a decline. Sweden
and Norway have always held over per cent of this trade.

I lie importation o! dressed shooks on the other hand has shown more of a ' -ney 
to remain constant and in 11 ♦ I I reached its greate-t total MM) feet, of which 70
per cent was from (’amnia.

I lie imported rough shook* have have huen used chiefly in the fruit and rabbit 
packing industries. The distribution amongst the various states in 1013 was:—

<Jil mtit> . IN , cent.

Wi I \ 11st I .111;| 
New South Wales 
<ji|ee i-latlil.. 
South Australia

.‘,50.0110 47»
880.000
(1HI.OOO it
13 (.Mill 13
131.000 3

I lie dressed shook' are u*ed chielly tor gasolene cases and packing higher
Brrnl'' I'.».cl iivndiii't,. The ini|>.>rtnti<him in l!i| I wnv <li<trilmti>d n< follow-:

1 huuit it \.

New South Wat. -.

South Australia. 
West Xiist r.tlia

2.O1S.000
(21,000

So long a' the importation of shooks to Australia is m * ", Canada, because
' heap lumber and regular cargo steamer sailings, has the best opportunity in the 

Melbourne and Sydney markets. I hi Adelaide market for fruit boxis is also a possi-

5

09

161
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hilit.v fur Canadian! ex|iorters. Tin* iiiqiorters purchase tlirougli timber broker* with 
whom Canadian exporters may get in touch by writing tin* Canadian Trade Com
missioners’ at Melbourne.

The si looks from Norway and Sweden an* spruce. Those from Canada and the 
l nitvd Stat<*s are spruce and hemlock, ehietly hemlock. Hemlock giv< s good service 
hut spruce is better liked.

The chief possibility for Canadian manufacturers is in the supply of flitches to 
the Australian box factories. The chief box users of Australia, such as soap factories,
eau liera and packers, already have them under consideration. The numerous smaller 
users are supplied by box factories < * by timber merchants, or particularly in
Sydney, by separate box manufacturing companies.

These factories at present use .Inpane-e pine logs, Eastern Canadian spruce -‘i-inch
by U-ineh deals. New Ze * * white pine and Western spruce and hemlock. The com
parative price of these woods e.i.f. and e i- as below :

Price | h i M ft. 
normal.

New Zealand White pine.
tla|*aiH*w pine............................
Atlantic Hpruce. ....................
1/ i-.tl Plantation gnnv n pin- 
Western spl in e and hemlock

I and I V \ 12 " x to 20 •j s no
21 INI 
:i> ini
20 ini
21 INI

3 X !I Ileal

II" \ 12

New Zealand white pine i* the only wood yet used in Australia for butter boxes. 
Canadian spruce lias not yet been tried and is not considered satisfactory because of the 
danger of tainting the butter. It will proha lily lie u*ed extensively when the facts art 
made known concerning the satisfactory use for butter boxes in Canada and elsewhere.

Japanese pine is used chiefly for soap and similar boxes. It is not equal in 
strength or quality to Western Canadian spruce.

Eastern Canadian spruce is the highest grade box timber used in Australia. The 
high price is. however, an influence against its wider use.

Small quantities of locally grown plantation pine are now coining into the market 
for the manufacture of boxes. The supply so far as it goes is the best available box 
material for most purposes excepting butter. Fairly large areas of this pine (Pinus 
ins if/nix) are being planted yearly by the various state governments in Australia to 
provide a local supply of softwood lumber. About 10,1X10 acres of plantations now 
• \ist. The growth is very rapid; pi » 20 years old have averaged Om.immi hoard
feet per acre.

The best source of box lumber appears to he western spruce. It is not well 
known, having not yet been used by some of the largest factories and only to a limited 
extent by others. Shipments, known as box grade, have been received. Except for 
occasional large knots, it tills every requirement. Hemlock will not compete when 
spruce becomes thoroughly known, unless it is sold for less than spruce. The chief 
objections to hemlock are its weight and liability to split under nailing or printing.

The Australian Inter-state Commission after investigating tariff conditions 
recommended that Canadian spruce he admitted to Australia duty free for box making 
purposes. This recommendation, if will result in the wiping out of shook
imports of all classes and the creating of an important demand for Western Canadian 
spruce.
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VENEERS.

As is usual in countries where satisfactory joinery ami panelling woods are costly, 
veneers are used in Australia for many purposes where thin hoards, chiefly wide clear*, 
would be usel in Canada. Large quantities of 3-ply veneer are used for dado panel
ing, door panels, passenger coach lining and for lining, hacking and drawer fittings 
in the furniture industry. About eighty per cent is used in the furniture industry. 
A three-ply box and case industry is being developed. The use of veneer has grown 
rapidly as is shown by the following statement of importations:

Y«.r.

(Quantity 3 ply inqiorted.

Value.
Average value 

|a*r square 
foot.

Feet B. M.
Approximate su|<ei -

tieial quantity 
square feet.

8
l'.MIS . . .......................... 137,000 S22.O0O 22,080 027
11X19 240.000 1.470.000 29,280 .013
linn.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 502, U»M) 3.012.000 55,200 018
uni.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 955,000 5.730,000 108,<XXl 018
1912 1,780,000 lO.tiSO.OOO 192,< XX) .018
1913 1,918.000 11.508,000 249,000 021

The rapid growth in importations has been due to a recognition of the cheapness 
and greater durability of veneer as compared with the clear pine and redwood panels 
previously used.

The countries supplying three-ply veneers arc:—

Country.
Approximate 

quantity siqiertivial 
feet.

Value. Average valm 
HU|iertieial feet

8,544,000 172,320 .020
(leruianv 1.404.IXM» 25,92o 017
United Kingdom. 792,ooo 27,840 .035
United States................ 291,000 15,300 052

213.INIO 3,552 017
Netherlands.............................................. 143.000 ,088 0|8

The growth in the Russian share of the trade has l>een very rapid ; in 1908 Russia 
supplied only a little over 4 per cent of Australia’s requirements, as compared with T4 
per cent in 191.'$. Germany’s trade increased forty-fold in the same time.

Almost the whole of this three-ply is alder or hitch. Small quantities of maho
gany, walnut, oak, ash and other ornamental woods are imported chiefly from tin* 
Tinted Kingdom. Holland and the Tinted States for furniture and railway carriage- 
building purposes.
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Imports of Veneer»,

I In* importation ot veneers is distributed amongst tin* various states as follows :—

State Supntirial feet 
veil*** ! itii|Knted

of
11113.

4, litlS,IHHI
3.702.000 
1.704.Ot Ml 

S22.1MK)
300. (MM)
5î‘.0tK)

I he furniture industry uses three-ply lurch and alder in the 3 nun. and 4 nun. 
thicknesses. The prices in normal times were for No. 2 alder three-ply, a grade used 
in large Quantities, 92 vents to $1.1 1 per hundred square feet f.o.b. liiga for 3 nun. and 
$l.lu to $1.26 tor nun. 1 his was landed to sell to Australian wholesale purchasers 
at $1.44 to $2.04 per hundred feet for tin* 3 mm., and $1.90 to $2.2S for the nun. 
First quality, which is used to a limited extent only, costs twelve to twenty per cent 
more than the second quality.

Small quantities of .* mm. and <1 nun. are imported. The heavier thicknesses are 
ii'-ed for table tups and outside pieces in furniture. <1 mm. wholesales normally in full 
sheets at about $3.«,i per hundred. I he sheets are in size from 36 inches by inches 
imported in 6 nun. thickness in the following sizes:-

Alder three-ply is used, chiefly in 1 nun. thickness, for ceilings and interior finish 
as a substitute for lumber. It is cheaper than lumber or most of the patent composi
tion boards. When painted the appearance is satisfactory.

Alder three-ply has also largely displaced clear lumber for door panels. It is now 
imported in 6 mm. thickness in the following sizes :—

Wi" x inj" 
x lOi"

:is*" x !»*"
39 J" x 91" 
tl V' x 10 J"
361" x lOJ"

for the various stock sizes of doors.
Second qualify only is used tor door panels. The doors when in use are painted.
I he c. i. I. price in normal times for dour panel stock was $2.32 per hundred for 

seconds and $2.(18 for firsts. At these prices certain importers estimated the cost 
landed in the warehouse at 3.1 cents per square foot.

The large panels arc imported in bundles 18 to 24 inches thick strongly bound 
with strap iron. I ho contents of the bundle are protected by low grade sheets of 
three-ply used tor covering. The door panel >iz.es are tightly bound with lath yarn.

I lie war has produced an active demand at high prices, which provides a favour
able opportunity for Canadian manufacturers to enter the market. Canadian cotton
wood, abler or birch should be perfectly satisfactory, provided that the gluing is water- 
proot and free from blisters, that manufacture and grading an* even.

I lie transportation facilities, particularly from Western Canada, are excellent for 
this parcel business.

I la* names of Australian importers of three-ply may be secured from the Com
mercial Intelligence 1 {ranch of the Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa.

Quotations should he made e. i. f. or c. i. f. and c. The duty into Australia is 
$1.00 per board foot, the various thicknesses of veneer are reckoned for customs pur
poses into their actual wood content in hoard feet, four superficial feet of j-inch veneer 
constituting one board foot.

NrXV South Wall's .
South Aietralia.. 
W*st Australia 
UiWiiHlatiii..

Tom mania .............
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The high prive of all three-ply and the great difficulty of securing supplies from 
Russia at any price has given an unusual opportunity for Douglas tir veneer. This 
was first imported to Australia after the beginning of the war and is now being placed 
on the market in all the chief ports.

It is used chiefly for dado panels and to a limited extent for door panels. Its 
final uses are by no means developed. It can never compete with alder in price. It 
can only reach its maximum use through an aggressive salesmanship that will show 
the better class of builders that when properly stained and polished it greatly excels 
any other form of paneling and is worth the increased cost. The use of Douglas fir 
three-ply will accompany a wider use of Douglas fir for doors and accompanying 
interior trim. This wider use is only possible if consumers are educated to its pos
sibilities and decorators are taught the most satisfactory methods of achieving the 
most attractive results.

So long as painted doors and painted interiors are fashionable, three-ply alder will 
be the standard material for door panels and dado panels. Once the beauties of 
Douglas fir natural finish are recognized and appreciated and painted finish becomes 
unfashionable, the use of Douglas tir will rapidly increase.

The greater part of the Douglas fir three-ply imported has come from Canada.
Small quantities of veneer other than three-ply are imported annually. The total 

in 1913 did not exceed 160,000 superficial feet, one-half from the United Kingdom 
and one-quarter from the United States, the remainder from Germany and Russia. 
The importations of this class of veneer, being decorative woods chiefly, used for 
paneling and furniture, are decreasing yearly.

Laths.

The extensive use of plaster finish in Australia leads to a large demand for laths. 
There are practically no native woods in Australia suitable for laths. The whole 
supply is met from imports.

Imports of Laths.

Imports have grown rapidly from 18,524,000 pieces in 1903 to 46,338,000 in 1913. 
Imports are almost wholly from the Pacific coast:—

Xmiil-ers of 1
Country. Laths im

I Mil teil, 11)13.

Average 
Total Value. Value per

M.

I niteil States. ............................ ................................... A41*5,000
Canada...................................................................................................... 2,1*1,0011
Japan... ........................................ ............................................... 721.00 1

$ 8 cts.
182,217 1 1»

7,087 3 7*
2,:w5 ;t ai

The Canadian export of laths to Australia is less now than it was in 1903. During 
the same period the United States exports to Australia have been trebled. Japan 
has only recently begun the manufacture and e.xi>ort of laths, the first shipments 
having been made since 190.8. The Japanese laths are a soft white pine.

The lath imports are distributed in the various states as follows :—

State. Quantity of Lath ltn- 
ports, 1013.

Victoria....................................................................................................................................
New South Wales ...........................................................................................................

22,21.7,001) pcs. 
17,275,000 .. 
3.711.1100 .. 
3.084,000 ,,
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Queensland ami Tasmania depend chiefly upon native woods.
Lath shipments are made chiefly in parcels with lumber cargoes, and (’anadian 

lath exports will increase automatically with lumber imports. Lath exerts might 
also be increased by forwarding parcel shipments on the regular mail boats. Although 
a portion of the lath i> imported at broken stowage rates, quantities come in at full 
freight rates.

Large quantities of lath are manufactured in Melbourne particularly, from im
ported Douglas fir pickets. The lath made in this manner are used for ceilings.

The duty on laths, which stood at $1.20 per thousand pieces in 1002, was raised 
to $1.80 in 1008 and to $2.40 in 1014.

Moulding».

Australian importations of mouldings remain practically constant around 150,000 
feet annually. Those imported are chiefly picture and decorative room mouldings. 
No imports come from Canada: over half the imports come from Germany and one- 
tifths from the United States. Canadian producers of picture frames, stock, or orna
mental mouldings should get in touch with Australian importers through the Canadian 
Trade Commissioner at Melbourne.

The duty on picture and room mouldings is 35 per cent ad valorem, and on archi
trave skirtings and other mouldings, of which imports are practically nil, is $1.44 
per hundred lineal feet.

Staves.

The tallow and vegetable oil industries of Australia use very large quantities of 
staves. The importation for breweries are also important. No Australian wood is 
used to any extent for staves.

The importations in recent years luv 
:’>14,ihmi pieces in 1WW to 3,640,000 in 1913. 
the agricultural development of the country

The imports were in 1913 derived from

l "uitvd Stut» !'

Nvw Zeahm»l. 
Denmark... .

.v shown a fairly steady increase from 
The industry is likely to increase with 

and the increase of the South Sea trade.

the following countries:—

Percent. Total Value
A verage 

Value per 
M ."Staves.

* 8 eta.
1,.‘tua,ooo 80 45,878 35 12
1.147.0HII 81 28.150 20 IK

023,000 •J5 20.001 20 21
280,000 0 12,500 53 24

1.1,1100 48 KO
10,000 880 83 60

Canadian stave exports have fallen oil heavily since 1913. Japan has only begun 
supplying staves within live years, and in 1913 did one-quarter of the total business.

The staves from the United States and Canada are almost wholly Douglas fir. 
I bis timber is found to give excellent service, and is used almost wholly for shipping 

fats ami oils.
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The import of stave-; is centred chivlly in Sydney, ns is shown in the following 
statement :—

State. No. of Staves Imported 
1013 Per cent.

New South Wales............................................................................ 2,285,000 03
Victoria.............................................................................................. MN4.000 •-'7
tjueenwland....................................................................................... 230,000 0
South Australia .................................................. ................... 134.(XNi 4

Staves are imported both with lumber cargoes and in parcel lots. Canadian im
porters interested in this class of business have an opportunity of shipping in regular 
parcel shipments to Sydney. The Canadian Trade Commissioner at Melbourne can 
put Canadian manufacturers in touch with Australian imjtorters.

Dressed staves were imported until a few years ago. The duty is now prohibitive; 
duty on rough staves is $2.40 per thousand pieces.

PlCKKTS.

The pickets commonly used in Australia are native woods. A quantity of Douglas 
fir pickets are imported for better class fences in front of city and suburban residences 
and for manufacture, particularly in the State of Victoria, into ceiling lath. A large 
proportion of the Douglas fir pickets imported are cut to fancy patterns before being 
used.

The importations of pickets have increased, though not so rapidly as the importa
tion of other lumber products.

The increase in the importation of pickets has been as follows :—

Year. Pieces. Vaine. Average Price 
lier 1,000.

* *
1903........................... ................................. 700,375 10.701 22
1908. .... . . . 1.401,725 29,635 20
1913.................... .................. 2.302,748 40,785 17

Three-quarters of the importations are taken by Melbourne. The division amongst 
the ports in 1013 was ;—

Port. lvr,e„t.

Melbourne............................... ...................................................... 1,754 two 70
Adelaide............................................................................................ 590,000 23
Sydney.............................................................................................. 29,000 1

Ten years ago Canada supplied one-sixth of the pickets imported by Australia. 
The proportion of the trade diverted from Canada to the Vnited States, our only 
competitor, has steadily increased since that date.
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Imports of Vick< t8 in 7U1 »' bp Countries.

( h igin of Pickets. IW». Per rent of 
Total.

1 Hill'd State- 2,302,0(H) PHI
(allaita New. 0

Pickets are purchased in lots of about 20,(MHi as a part of a lumber cargo. The 
usual specification i- 1 feet (I inches by 6 feet 1 inch. All are Douglas fir.

Buyers desire pickets so evenly cut that there will be no loss in converting them 
into 5-16 laths to be used on 18-inch centres. Pickets are shipped tied in bundles 
of ten.

This trade is likely to remain for some years approximately what it is at present.
All pickets are imported rough. The duty on pickets is $1.08 per hundred for 

dressed and 84 cents per hundred for rough.

Siii\i;u;s.

The outlook for shingles in Australia i> clearly poor. It is a land of iron, tile 
and slate roofs. The country districts in the early days began with bark, passed to 
split native woods, graduated to iron, and are, taking cheapness and ease of building 
into consideration, satisfied. Towns and cities began with iron, which is still used 
tor cheaper cottage* and all warehouses, and when prosperity came settled in slate 
and tiles.

The only districts where shingles arc used to any extent arc in Tasmania, where 
native woods arc used; shingles are only rarely used for rooting in the other states.

1 w coins of siiiM.u >.

The shingles used are nearly all imported. Shingles are one of the few timber 
items in which imports have not grown. The importations have been:—

Year. Pieces.
V.m:t............................................................................................................................... 2,786.000
1 On v....................................... ....................................................................................... Kill.000
1913............................................................................................................................... 1,527,000

One hundred per cent, of the shingles are from the ITiited States.

In 1016 import trade returns were:—

Origin. Shingles Imported, ,Vr Valu,

Initial St.-Ill-........................ ........................... 1.527.IN.I 100
s

10,508l "nitvil State- 
(' »................2
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Sydney i- the chief market for shingles. The distribution of imports in 
1913 was:- -

State. Shingles I in | lor ted. Iw,,t-

1.527,000 h*'

In 1914 small quantities were imported to Victoria and Tasmania.
The chief miM>n for tin* I’nited States control of the trade is that the Australian 

purchaser will not accept cedar shingles. An excellent example of the extent to which 
prejudice governs in the u>c of timber products is afforded by the Australian tradition 
that redw....1 shingles are superior t<> cedar shingles.

The redwood shingles used are It!-in eh six to two clears put up five bundles to 
the thousand. So accustomed are the consumers to shingles five bundles to the 
thousand that an importer who received a sample shipment of cedar shingles put up 
four bundles to the thousand found that although the large bundles of cedar shingles 
wore offered at the same price as the small bundles of redwood they would not move. 
The buyers declared that the large bundles were harder to handle and would not buy 
a bundle of 250 cedar shingles unless it was offered cheaper than a bundle containing 
220 redwood shingles.

Some of the samples of cedar shingles sent down from the ITiited States have 
been poorly manufactured and poorly graded and have hurt the reputation of cedar.

The same condition existed in New Zealand but one dealer in Auckland, importing 
a good grade of Canadian cedar shingles was able to drive redwood out of the section 
of tin* market in which he operated. This dealer was able to demonstrate that cedar 
shingles are better than redwood.

If it i- worth while for any Canadian shipper to do so, an opportunity exists, both 
for increasing the use of shingle.-, in Australia beyond tin* one city where they are 
now used, and for introducing the use of cedar in competition with redwood.

Shingles are now used wholly for gables and in place of weather hoarding.
Shingles are too expensive for .....ting. This fact, in conjunction with the prejudice
against any type of wood roof, render any use of shingles for roofing very improbable. 
On account of the greater labor cost and larger quantity of lumber necessary a shingle 
roof costs #10.80 per square, where a tile roof costs only #10.80 and a galvanized 
iron #7.20.

A- has been pointed out elsewhere the use of the bungalow type of construction 
can by education, advertising and salesmanship be increased in Australia. The 
persons to reach are the architects, the speculative bungalow builders and better class 
house owners.

Any increase in bungalow construction will mean an increase in the use of 
shingles.

But it will he an increase in the use of redwood shingles unless some Canadian 
manufacturer secures for himself aggressive representation in Sydney, and other 
Australian cities where trade may be developed. The trade it is true would be small, 
but it could easily he supplied by parcel shipments on the regular liners from the 
Western Canadian coast. If intelligently handled the trade would grow.

Canadian Cedar is now unknown in Australia. Its introduction in the form of 
shingles would undoubtedly lead to its use for other purposes.

Redwood shingles are sold f.o.h. in a grade known as export grade, at a constant 
price of 35 cents per bundle, five bundles to the thousand. These shingles in early 
1915 retailed in Sydney at #1.80 per bundle, #9.00 per thousand. The duty is #1.20 
per thousand; the freight and landing charges less than #2.50 per thousand.

13(174—5
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At these prices a good share of the present $12,000 trade can he secured h.v some 
Canadian manufacturers willing to go to the trouble of securing good representation, 
ship a branded article equal in quality to the present redwood.

Doors.

Australian door imports were at no time important. The object of late years 
has been to import the rough stock and build up a door industry in Australia. The 
imports have declined greatly, nf ffollows:—

Year. Imports nf Doors. ..... Value each.

Numbers. 6 *
1903.. .. 31.341 60,777 2 13
1906 381) 1.204 3 IS
1 >09 4 4 1 20
1910 .. 4 2 40
1911 . 23o «24 2 71
1912 12.100 18,240 1 50
1913 . 1,400 2.112 1 50

The doors imported are eliicHy from the United States. The division of trade 
in 1913 was :—

( Niuntry. Doors Supplied Valuv Average Valm

*
United States......... ............... 973 1.545 1 59
Canada............. ....................... 436 ***' 1 33

In 1903, when imports were greater, the trade was divided between the United 
States and Sweden.

These imports include screen as well as other doors.

# Tariff.

The tariff on doors now stands:—•
1 4" thick and under................................................................................. each. $1 OS
Over 1à" thick and under 13"............................................................. *• l 44
lit" thick and over.....................................................................................  '• 2 04

The locally manufactured doors, made in plants which have not suffirent volume 
of business to justify them a full equipment of modern machinery, an1 not equal to 
the doors to which we are accustomed in Canada. Nevertheless the prices retail, in 
Sydney, January, 1915, were :—

Double moulded Stock pattern—4 panel.
Redwood or Douglas fir.

6' %" x 2' 6" X I*”................................................................................................................ |3 3t
6' 8" x 2' 8" x H"..................................................................................................... 3 72
6' 8" X 2' 8" x 13"................................................................................................................ 4 20

Bolcctlon moulded Stock pattern—5 panel.
6' S" X r S" x li"...................................................................  $5 40
6' 8" x 2' 8" x 13"...............................................................................  r, 64

Bolection moulded Stock pattern—5 panel.
«' R" x 2' 8" x I*"......................................................................... $6 96
6' 8" x 2' 10w x 1|"................................................................................................... ; 32
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Tin* doors sold at these prices are not equal in strength or finish to doors of similar 
specifications used in Canada.

The only | ossil ility for door exports to Australia arc for houses planned and built 
under architects’ supervision. A few dollars extra for the doors in such a ease is a 
matter of little importance to the builder. All the Australian architects with whom 
doors wore discussed stated that the redwood or pine doors in use did not offer suf
ficient variety of treatments. They were greatly impressed with the finished samples 
sent out by the British Columbia Forest Branch, and agreed that if such doors could 
he secured upon order from Canada, within throe or four months, in sets as required 
for residences being built, they would be freely used. They are superior to any doors 
in use in Australia, excepting the made-to-order ornamental cabinet woods, and afford 
the architect the variety of decorative trim for which he is looking.

The only possibility for door export is in this direction. This opportunity is 
worth following up—both for the door market and for the extra market it would 
furnish for Douglas fir three ply which would be in demand tin* interior trim in the 
style and standard set by the doors.

A door manufacturer with such regular shipping facilities as are offered from 
Vancouver should be represented in both Melbourne and Sydney by someone who 
will keep Douglas fir three ply doors alive before architects.

13074—51
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CHAPTER VI.

Canada’s Position on Australian Timber Imports.

It hits been evident in every important division of the lumber export trade from 
the North Paeifie eoast to Australia that Canadian transaction* have been approach
ing the vanishing point.

The reason for this ignominious condition cannot lie sought in natural conditions. 
So far a^ Native could go, Canada is equipped in such a manner a> to he able to 
monopolize the Australian trade without restraining her resources. Millions of 
acres of virgin forest still stand to the water's edge along hundreds of miles of water
ways and shore front plentifully supplied with harbors.

The cause for Canadian decadence in the lumber export trade must be sought 
in the influences affecting the channels of trade rather than in lack of the natural 
advantages and resources with which to maintain exports.

The extent to which the Canadian proportion of lumber exports has decreased i« 
shown in diagrams on page 7. The discussion of various other classes of timber 
imports has shown that our position has similarly weakened in almost all lines of 
timber goods.

cm si.s you m.i i.ink or i \\ xni.xx tuadk.

Briefly the chief causes for the decline of Canadian trade arc :
1. Canada has not now so great a proportion of tin* exporting mills as was the 

case in 1*04.
About 1*04 when 85 per cent, of Australia’s imports of lumber from the North 

Pacific came from Canada about 50 per cent, of the export lumber producing mills 
were in Mritish Columbia. The more advanced development, and greater population 
and wealth of the I’nited State- has led to a more rapid increase in export mill 
building in that country than in Canada. The result is that Canada now has but 
fifteen per cent, of the export mill capacity of the Pacific coast. It should be borne 
in mind, however, that thi- fifteen per cent., concentrated on export business, could 
fill all Australia’s demands.

2. Canadian mills when the export trade changed from sailer* to steamers, did
not keep pace with the I’nited States mills in equipping themselves for the new 
type of business. •

sTt:\Mi:iis uki’Im i: saii.im; u.ssia.s.

The export trade, when Canada did an important share if it (prior to about 
1000) was almost exclusively carried on in sailing vessels. Sailing vc--cls in 1*04 
carried about 7s per cent, of all North Pacific overseas lumber equipments. Sailing 
vessel cargoes were small units, easily marketed. It was not beyond the ability of 
a sawmill company to charter sailing vessels months ahead, speculate in several trip 
charters and dispose of the cargoes e. i. f. Sailers were loaded at the rate of 50,000 
to 150,000 feet daily, rarely the latter figure. A sawmill could take several sailer- 
on, closely followed one another without requiring great storage space or running 
the ri-k of demurrage. Further, a whole sailing cargo was not too great a contract 
for the overseas purchaser who could and did buy in cargo lots.

I p to 1S1I5 ninety-five per cent, of the lumber exports from the North Pacific 
coast were carried in sailers but from that date the sailer gradually passed out as 
a lumbrr carrier to Australia and by P.114 only 28 per cent of all the overseas business 
was in -ailers. Australia in 1018 took nearly the whole of her imports in steamers.
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Although only 28 pi r vont, of the Douglas fir exports front the North 1'acific 
coast were carried in sailers in 1014, in that same year 05 per vent, of the lumber 
exports from Canadian mills went out by sail. The conclusion to he reached is that 
although the greater part of the trade is done in steamers, Canadian mills are not so 
well adapted for steamer business as are United States mills and therefore arc so 
handicapped in competition that they are forced to eater to the small share of the 
trade still left to the sailing vessels. Australian trade may he regarded as a 
permanent steamer business. It Canadian mills desire to compete in Australian 
business, they must la- able to give the same despatch as can he seen red from any 
group of mills in the United Stales.

Steamers entirely changed the essentials of the business. The trip chartering 
of steamers was too great a contract for single mills; mills could no longer indi
vidually control the transportation id' their product. Steamers loaded L'lHI.non to 
400,0011 feet |>er day and carried such large cargoes, 500,000 to 5,000,000 feet, that 
the mill could rarely take the risk of assuming responsibility for filling a complete 
cargo. No mill could risk attempting to fill two steamers arriving together. Further 
the foreign buyer could not assume responsibility for nor take delivery of a full cargo.

The mills could no longer deal direct with the Australian or other buyer; the 
middleman became necessary.

The middleman was ...... to make future freight arrangements, become
responsible for charters, divide cargoes between neighboring or co-operating mills 
so as to ensure delivery, and similarly at the other end through his selling organization, 
distribute cargoes amongst several buyers.

I nfortunately when it became necessary that Canadian export mills should 
develop further organization and equip themselves to handle steamers, their attention 
was diverted from the export trade by the meteoric rise in the domestic lumber 
market. The rapid expansion of Western Canada, the equipping of half a continent, 
all in the space of a few years, with dwellings, towns, cities, railways and public
works, more than exhausted ........ opacity of Canadian mills and led to the importation
for a few years of large quantities of lumber.

New mills were built to meet this demand. Iu their building the prairie was 
the only market in view and no thought was given to the export trade.

Unfortunately our competitors in the Douglas fir region of flic United States 
were free during this period with a mill capacity in excess of their domestic require
ments to exploit the foreign market.

United States mills were enlarged and equipped to give steamers the despatch 
demanded by the owners. Mills developed in groups on the Columbia river and 
I'uget sound, groups that could work together loading steamers of any rapacity giving 
a despatch of 400,0011 feet daily.

United States trading organisations grew up, specializing in lumber buying, 
lumber transportation and lumber distribution in foreign countries. These com
panies absolutely superseded the practise of mills engaging transportation and selling 
direct to the consumer e. i. f.

The Canadian domestic market for lumber has slackened to fifty per cent of what 
it was in 1012. The mills still exist however that were built to take care of the 1012 
demand. Thesis mills are in a had position. They find the United States exporting 
companies so strongly in possession of all overseas markets that not withstanding that 
the British Empire took in 1014, (14 per cent of all lumber exported from the Pacific 
Coast, companies have their headquarters in the United States, in addition to hand
ling all of the lumber exported from the United States, exported in 1013, (10 tier cent of 
all lumber sent overseas from British Columbia. United States companies absolutely 
and completely dominate shipments from British Columbia to Australia.

The United States had organized to meet the new demands improved by steamer 
transportation and Canada had not.
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Canadian mills could not give despatch equal to that, given in the V ni ted States. 
Persons responsible for charters fear d<‘inurrage in Canadian ports, and therefore 
prefer, when priées are equal, to place orders in those Vnited States exporting districts 
where strong groups of mills co-operate in furnishing the cargo.

I lie mills built in boom times in British Columbia equipped for much romanu- 
1 act lire ot lumber lor the rail trade are not as economical mills in which to produce 
lumber for export as are many of the mill.- in the Baited States built for a greater 
dependence on the cargo trade.

•». Coaling arrangement?* are not. considered by some vessel operators to be as 
satisfactory in Canada as in the Vnited States.

Many steam cargo carriers undoubtedly come to Canadian ports to bunker. 
Nevertheless different important operators of time-chartered vessels in the lumber 
carrying trade were met who declared that the bunkers and mills on Puget Sound were 
so conveniently located tor rapid despatch that prices being equal, it was more profit
able to send vessels to Puget Sound to load than to British Columbia where, though 
«•oal is higher in grade, it is more expensive and involves a loss of several hours or a 
day in going to bunkers.

•1. I nited States ownership of a preponderance of the lumber carrying sailers 
operates against Canadian interests. A proportion of 2S per cent of the lumber 
carried in BUG was carried in sailers. Tasmania, and occasionally other ports, Bris
bane and West and South Australia ports take sailing cargoes in normal times. In 
Ibid, ''.'l per cent of the lumber carrying sailers operating from the North Pacific 
were under the 1 nited States flag. All Vnited States sailers ask a freight of 00 per 
oent to $1.2f> per thousand feet higher for loading in a Canadian than in a Vnited 
States port. Such a high differential on a commodity selling at $lo.o i to $12 
thousand foot f.a.s. is prohibitive.

• >. ( ontrol of the low grade lumber markets and during the past ten years greater 
over production in the l nited States domestiee market than in the Canadian, has 
resulted in 1 nited States f.a.s. prices being frequently lower than Canadian.

Australia, as constantly pointed out, takes only the high grade portion of the log. 
Roughly, GO to 70 per cent ot the mill product must be sold iu some other market. Tim 
domestic rail market is not great enough to absorb the whole of this low grade. Never
theless, it has been the only market available to Canadian exporters.

I he 1 nited States is more favourably situated. I nited States trading companies 
have control of the lumber imports of South America and Chinn. These two 
countries, together with California, which buys chiefly low grade, took in 1013, 78 per 
cent of the lumber shipped by water from the North Pacific coast. No Canadian mill 
participated in these shipments. The possession of those markets for low grade 
undoubtedly helps many 1 nited States^ mills in making prices for the export market.

Overproduction of lumber has been more serious in the Vnited States during 
the past decade than in Canada. The competition thus brought about has frequently 
led to United States mills underselling Canadian in the foreign markets.

Although the likelihood is that natural causes will short!v produce proportionately 
as great overproduction in Canada as in the United States, and that prices in the 
two countries will harmonize, it has frequently been possible to secure lower prices 
in the I nited States than in Canada, which has given foreign buyers the impression 
that the Vnited States is (presumably for unknown natural causes) the only market» 
worth investigating.

G. Mixed cargoes have been easier to secure in the United States:
It has been the habit of the Australian buyers to have Douglas fir, redwood, 

clear pine, door stock and shelving come forward in one vessel. Canada has no 
redwood, and though cargoes are occasionally from Canada for which redwood or 
some other 1 nited States product must be secured, buyers in Australia state that 
when they buy a part cargo of redwood in the United States they find that the 
influence ot the 1 nited States exporter supplying the redwood is frequently used 
to make sure that the remainder of the cargo also is purchased in tin* United States.

C
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7. Canada, so far as Au- "uns an* concerned, is passing from sight as a lumber 
exporting region.

The 1'nited States has so dominated tin* lumber exports from the North Pacific 
that every buyer thinks, talks and aets in terms of 1'nited States mills, ports, trading 
companies and lists. Even the most of the few Canadian exports come forward on 
invoice forms bearing the names of ITiited States firms. Several old and important 
Australian buyers did not know that the most famous Canadian mills were not in the 
1’nited States, and at least one Australian owner of lumber-carrying sailors did not 
know that two of British Columbia's oldest lumber shipping ports, Vancouver and 
Chcmainus, at which his vessel had loaded, were in Canada. American companies and 
individuals are constantly visiting the market. Canadian companies and individuals 
arc unknown.

Australian buyers have become acquainted with, and sure of. 1'nited States ship
pers and products. They feel a natural hesitation about depending upon Canada, 
which the greater number of present Australian buyers now regard as a new source 
of s

S. Where prejudice exist against Canadian * ' r no one is on hand to fight it.
A group of buyers supplying Broken 11 ill mines have tabooed Canadian lumber 

for over six years. There being no Canadian exporter represented in Australia, it was 
to no one's interest to find the trouble and remove it. The Americans represented 
were just as glad to let Canada's bad reputation stand and sell American lumber 
This is a fair instance of the futility of depending upon a competitor to develop 
and maintain the Canadian ex ;et.
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CHAPTER VII.

Future Possibilities.

The present condition, of no Australian trade fur Canada, b. largely the result 
of lark of co-operation and foresight on the part of Canadian lumber manufacturers. 
The present condition, unsatisfactory as it may he, will continue unless constructive 
action supersedes lethargy towards the export market.

The steps it is necessary to take are few:—
1. Canadian mills must he ( and maintained to give a despatch equal

quoting mi inquiries of all classes. Such a group should contain at lmst three strong 
mills and preferably as many more as can he secured.

-. A group of co-operating Canadian mills must be formed to act quickly in 
quoting on enquiries of all classes. Such a group should contain at least three 
strong mills and preferably as many more as can he secured.

•‘I. A Canadian exporting company should ho built up. Canadian manufacturers 
will he at a disadvantage so long as they quote in the Australian market through 
Vnitcd States exporters. Canadian lumber manufacturers should therefore give 
their best quotations to the first Canadian exporting firm that shows a capacity 
to do the business.

I. Having proceeded this far. Canadian manufacturers should co-operate with 
United States manufacturers to control the export market with the object of main
taining a profitable price level, adjusting the grades so that the consumer will get 
what lie can use. and yet will take more of the log, and exploiting the market for 
Douglas fir and other North Pacific woods.
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